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News from James Madison University 
A Review of the Year 
Meeting the Needs of a Growing University 
Madison Stadium 
Convocation/recreation center 
Madison Memorial Library 
Construction 
-The new convocation and 
recreation center, located across 
Interstate 81 from the main JMU 
campus, is expected to be completed 
by November 1982, in time for the 
first basketball game of the 1982-83 
season. The building will seat more 
than 7,200 for basketball games and 
7,500 for concerts. 
-Work was finished in the late 
summer of 1981 on new seating at 
Madison Stadium. The stadium 
addition brings the permanent 
seating in Madison Stadium to 
12,500. With bleachers, the stadium 
can seat 15,000. Additional work 
beneath the stadium will be finished 
early in 1982. 
-The addition to Madison 
Memorial Library is nearing comple-
tion and will be opened early in 1982. 
The addition more than doubles the 
size of the library. After the addition 
is completed, the present library will 
be renovated. 
-Work began in 1981 on Bell Hall, 
a new residence hall named for former 
JMU Rector Francis Bell Jr. The 
building, adjacent to Cantrell 
Avenue, wi11 house 138 students and 
be completed by the fall of 1982. 
-A number of smaller construc-
tion projects also took place in 1980-
81. . These included renovation to 
several buildings to accommodate the 
handicapped; removal of asbestos 
materials from ceilings in five 
buildings; and resurfacing of tennis 
courts. 
-To meet a shortage of student 
housing space on campus, seven 
modular homes to house 70 students 
were constructed near the JMU field 
hockey field. The housing area is 
called HiUside. 
-The roadway at the head of the 
Quadrangle was closed and converted 
into a pedestrain mall and walkway. 
The landscaped walkway runs from 
Keezell Hall to the School of 
Education and Human Services 
Building. 
-Plans in the near future call for 
an addition to the Warren Campus. 
Center. Efforts wiU also be made in 
the future to receive funding for a new 
fine arts building at the University 
Special Events 
-The first annual Valley Day 
pro_gram was held on a home football 
weekend in 1980. The program is 
designed to spotlight one aspect oflife 
in the Shenandoah Valley and to 
continued on page 2 
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Highlights 
Continued from page 1 
provide a day of entertainment on 
campus for Valley residents. The 
1980 program cited business and 
industry of the Valley. 
-Dr. G. Tyler Miller,_president 
emeritus of JMU, received the 
University's Commonwealth Award 
for outstanding public service by a 
nonelected official. The presentation 
was the highlight of the University's 
annual Government Day program. 
-Parents Day and Homecoming 
were again . quite successful. Both 
drew large crowds to campus for the 
football weekends. 
-The JMU Dinner Theatre held 
its fourth and fifth years of operation 
in the summers of 1980 and 1981. The 
dinner theater in Gibbons Hall has 
become a tremendously successful 
operation. All tickets for the 1981 
· season were sold out far in advance. 
-There were many noted speakers 
on campus during the year for special 
programs. They included: actor 
Vincent Price during the Fine Arts 
Series; former U.S. Ambassador to 
the _ U.N. Andrew Young during 
MdrewYoung 
Black Emphasis Month; Dr. Ernest 
L. Boyer, former U.S. commissioner 
of education, during the Fall Arts and 
Sciences Symposium; columnist and 
author Guy Friddell at Founders 
Day; Gray Panther leader Maggie 
Kuhn during a seminar on the aging; 
and author Elizabeth Drew who gave 
the Dominion Lecture sponsored by 
the JMU Faculty Women's Caucus. 
Board of Visitors 
-Five members of the board · of 
visitors completed their second 
consecutive four-year term on the 
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board in June of 1980 and were not 
eligible for reappointment. They are 
Rector Francis Bell Jr. of Harrison-
burg (now of Roanoke), Nellie L. 
Long of Edinburg, Winston 0. 
Weaver of Harrisonburg, E. Guy 
Ridgely of McLean and James B. 
Spurlock Jr. of Richmond. 
-New members appointed to the 
board were Robert W. Carlson of 
Richmond, Bonnie N. Hoover of 
Broadway, Donald D. Litten of 
Harrisonburg, Bonnie L. Paul of 
Lexington and Inez G. Roop of 
Richmond. Emily L. Lee of 
Columbia, S.C., who had been 
appointed to the board early in 1980 
to fill an unexpired term, was also 
appointed to a full term. 
-The board named William F. 
Merck ll to succeed Col. Adolph H. 
Phillips as JMU's vice president for 
business affairs. Merck, former 
assistant vice president, assumed the 
position on Aprill, 1981, on Phillips' 
retirement. 
William F. Merck II 
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-Former Rector Bell was elected 
chairman of the Council of Visitors, a 
statewide body of members of board 
of visitors of state colleges and 
universities. 
Academics 
-Despite objections from the 
University, its faculty and students, 
the Virginia General Assembly 
decided that JMU's Anthony-Seeger 
Campus School will be closed at the 
end of the 1981-82 school year. No 
decision has been made by the 
University on the use of the building 
after its closing as an elementary 
school. 
-JMU and Virginia Tech initiated 
a cooperative program to offer a 
doctorate of education from Tech in 
counseling for vocational school 
psychologists. Students will use 
resources at both universities in the 
program. 
-The planetarium in Miller Hall 
was named Wells Planetarium for Dr. 
John C. Wells, a faculty member for 
22 years and .head of the physics 
department from 1956 to 1974. 
-The JMU Board of Visitors 
decided that Johnston Hall, originally 
named only for Prof. James Johnston, 
should also honor Johnston's wife, 
Althea Loose Johnston who was a 
member of the original JMU faculty 
and later was head of the physical 
education department. 
-Sixty-four new faculty members 
joined the JMU staff, bringing the 
total number on the faculty to around 
500. 
Elizabeth Lee, Shepard Wright-graphic artists 
Tommy Thompson-chief photographer 
Dr. G. Tyler Miller, Harrisonburg, Va.-lifetime 
honorary member 
Archeological dig at Monticello 
-The University sponsored a 
nationally-noted archeological field 
school during the summer of 1981 at 
Monticello, home of President 
Thomas Jefferson. 
-The long-sought nursing pro-
gram at JMU began officially in the 
fall of · 1980. Other new degree 
programs begun in the year were: 
bachelor of business administration 
in agribusiness management; bache-
lor of business administration in 
economics; bachelor of science in 
computer science; bachelor of science 
in trade and industrial education; 
bachelor of science in energy 
resources management; and master of 
fine arts in art. 
-Progress continued in the two-
year process for reaccreditation from 
the Southern Association of Colleges 
and Schools. The final announcement 
on reaccreditation will be made in 
December of 1982. 
-The University received reaccre-
ditation from the National Council 
for Accreditation of Teacher Educa-
tion. 
Students 
-Enrollment increased to 8,817-
highest in the University's history 
and a 5.1 percent increase over 1979-
80. The male-female ratio was 45-55. 
-Minority enrollment at the 
University increased from 271 to 323, 
a 19 percent increase over the 
previous year. Minority students 
comprised 3.6 percent of the total 
study body. 
John 0. Marsh Jr. 
-The average Scholastic Aptitude 
Test (College Board) score for an 
entering JMU freshmen reached an 
all-time high of 1,032. SAT scores at 
JMU have increased 75 points in 
seven years. 
-Secretary of the Army John 0. 
Marsh Jr., a former resident of 
Harrisonburg, ·spoke at the May 
Commencement where 1,671 stu-
dents received degrees. JMU 
President Ronald E. Carrier was the 
speaker at the August 1980, 
graduation where 325 received 
degrees. 
-A play written by two recent 
JMU graduates, "Punch Henry's 
Jazz Funeral," was presented on 
campus and later at the Kennedy 
Center in Washington. 
-For the third year in a row, the 
JMU debate team qualified in 
regional competition and competed in 
the National Debate Tournament. 
Athletics 
-The JMU men's basketball team 
brought the University's athletic 
program into national prominence 
early in 1981 when the Dukes won the 
Eastern College Athletic Conference 
(ECAC) southern division champion-
ship and competed in the NCAA 
national playoffs. The Dukes 
defeated Georgetown University 61-
55 in the opening round of the 
national tournament and then lost a 
nationally-televised game to Notre 
Dame, 54-45, in the second round. 
The team's final record was 21-9. 
-The baseball team also won the 
ECAC-south championship and 
proceeded to the NCAA playoffs. 
The Dukes finished third in the 
regional tournament and completed 
the year with a 41-18-1 record. The 
team was ranked 24th in the country 
in Division I of the NCAA. 
-The JMU archery teams-the 
men's team, women's team and mixed 
team-all were eastern regional 
champions and finished second in the 
nation. 
-The women's volleyball team 
won the state championship and had a 
season record of 45-13-the most 
games ever won by a J M U team. 
. -The football team, in its first year 
in Division I-AA of the NCAA, 
finished the year with a 4-6 record but 
won four of its last six games. 
-The women's lacrosse team was 
state and regional champion and 
ranked eighth in the country; the 
women's cross country team was 
regional champion and 12th in the 
country; the women's gymnastics 
team was state champion; and the 
women's swimming and diving team 
was 22nd in the country. 
-Efforts continued to establish a 
new athletic conference with ]MU 
and several other Virginia universities 
as members. 







James Madison University has already taken its rightful place as an 
outstanding institution of higher education. However, for the University 
to achieve even greater heights of excellence, it is necessary for James 
Madison to have resources available beyond those which it receives from 
student fees and from the state government. 
The University receives only 39 percent of its operating budget from 
tax funds. The remainder comes from money the students pay, funds the 
University raises and donations. 
Without exception, the great universities of America have achieved 
their status with the help of substantial private giving. it is these 
voluntary contributions which permit a university to span the gap from 
mere adequacy to true excellence. 
Our goal at James Madison University is true excellence and it is only 
through the generosity of those who cherish the University that our goal 
can be achieved. 
This special issue of Montpelier is designed to recognize those alumni, 
friends, faculty and staff of James Madison University who have done 
their part in helping the University to reach its goal of excellence. I hope 
your name is among those listed in this report. 
~




thletic Fund Drive 
i re than 200,000 wa ra1sed in 
ift and pledge5 during the James 
iadi n University Athletic Fund 
mpaign I t pnng. 
The concentrated campaign was 
held from April 20 to May 8 and the 
total amount collected exceeded the 
University' goal. 
Ham onburg business executive 
Zane Showlter served as the 
"comm1 stOner," or leader, of the 
campaign. The associate commis-
sioner for the drive were Ernie James 
and Alice Julias, both of Harrison-
burg. 
Fund-raisers in the drive were 
divided into teams, each with a 
"coach." The coaches were: Chester 
Bradfield, Pablo Cuevas, Bill Harris, 
Jim Sprinkel, Bob Wetsel, Harry 
Williams, T.C. Frye, Rob Howarth, 
Price Lineweaver, Danny O'Donnell 
and Nancy Sweet. 
Points were awarded to team 
members for contacts made, contri-
butions that were renewed, new gifts 
received and for other criteria. 
O'Donnell won the "most valuable 
player" award for raising the largest 
amount of money. _O'Donnell raised 
$6,500 in gifts and pledges and 
received the prize of a football 
weekend in Williamsburg for the 
JMU-William & Mary game on Oct. 
31. 
The team that scored the most 
points in the competition amo~g the 
fund-raisers was headed by Spnnkel. 
His team members were Bob 
Hudson, Vicki Powers, George 
Weidig and Elwood Whitmore. They 
each received a J M U shirt for 
winning the team compeition. 
The Budget 
Tax money helps to operate James 
Madison University but almost two-
thirds of the University's budget 
comes from non-tax sources. 
The 1980-82 biennial budget at 
JMU is about $86.3 million. Of that 
amount, $3). 7 million will come from 
state tax funds. Non-tax funds 
account for the other $52.6 million. 
The non-tax money for operating 
the University comes from student 
fees, contributions from donors and 
other funds JMU raises itself. 
The construction of new buildings 
on campus is also largely funded from 
non-tax sources. 
Thirty-one new buildings have 
been constructed (or are under 
construction) on the JMU campus 
since the mid-60s. 
Of those 31 buildings, only four 
have been built with tax funds. The 
other 27 were built with money raised 
by the University. 
long Continues Fund Success 
As chairman of the 1980-81 Annual 
Fund, Nellie Lantz Long ('49) 
completed a massive update of alumni 
records and increased the amount 
raised in the fund by 70 percent over 
last year. 
Alumni throughout the nation 
worked long and hard to locate "lost" 
~u~i and to encourage participa-
tlon m the annual fund. 
~ong not on~y organized the 
national campaign but also organized 





Virginia. "I can't ask someone else to 
d~ something I won't do myself," she 
satd. 
There were some states and some 
areas of Virginia not completely 
covered in the campaign but Long has 
agreed t~ serve another year as annual 
fund cha1rman, and she hopes to fill in 
the missing areas in the coming year. 
Any alumnus or alumna who would 
like t~ join Long in this year's 
camprugn should drop her a note at 
the JMU alumni office. 
James Mad!son University Annual F d . . 
year ever. This just didn't happe b un.d has JUSt completed Its finest 
200 alumni volunteers made 't n y accl ent. Our team of more than 
It' · · 1 a great success 
s Impossible to single out each alum . 
untold hours of research and fi ll nus and alumna to recognize the 
undertaking. . 0 ow-up necessary to complete this great 
P~eas~ accept this public ackno 1 dedl~atton and accomplishm t y w edgement of your individual 
and Its al~ll_lni will always ris~nt~·th~~a~:oved once more that Madison 
great tradttmn of service. and carry on the University's 
Cordially, 
Nellie Lantz Long 
P. s . Annual Fund Ch · 
.. It IS possible that ld airman 
c '1 we cou have . d ~mpl ed our list of alumni worker If mlsse a .name or two when we 
ow so that we can also thank s. your name IS missing, please let us 
you personally. See page 15. 
The Annual Fund 
Report for 1980-81 
The James Madison University 
Foundation raised nearly a half 
million dollars in private support for 
the University in 1980-81-an 
increase of 54 percent over the 
previous year. 
The 1980-81 total giving figure of 
$4 75,138.29 was well above last year's 
total of $307,849.39. 
The amount contributed was a 
record yearly total with the exception 
of 1978-79 when two major one-time 
gifts di~torted total figures. (A gift of 
land and appreciation on a contrib-
uted coin collection raised the 78-79 
total to more than $800,000.) 
Actual monetary gifts in 80-81 
were, by far, the greatest received in 
the University's history. During the 
last three years, these gifts had been 
just over $300,000 a year. 
The largest percentage of gifts to 
the Foundation came from friends of 
JMU, who contributed $132,855.01, 
or 28 percent of the total. Corporate 
gifts to JMU were second-
$130,841.13, or 27.5 percent of the 
total. 
The biggest jump in giving came 
from parents of JMU students. 
Parents contributed $40,731.93-8.5 
percent of total gifts. That amount 
was up 366 percent from last year, 
when parents' gifts accounted for less 
than 3 percent of total giving. 
. Alumni giving was up considerably 
m actual dollars-$75,014.74, com-
pared to $48,620.90 the year before-
but the percentage of the total, 16 
percent, remained the same. 
Faculty and staff at J M U 
contributed $16,744.18 and a total of 
$78,951.30 came from other sources. 
These other sources included 
charitable foundations and members 
of the J M U Board of Visitors and the 
JMU Foundation board. 
The largest share of the funds 
disbursed by the Foundation-48 
percent-went for general support of 
the University. This aid covered a 
wide range of projects including 
faculty rese.arch projects, library 
support, support for student groups 
and various gifts and awards. A total 
of $173,694.40 went for general 
support of the University. _ 
Another 45 percent of the 
disbursements-$161,797.00-went 
for scholarships to JMU students. 
The remaining 7 percent of the 
Foundation's disbursements went for 
administering the Foundation and fQr 
fund-raising. , 
An additional $113,810.40 was 
invested by the Foundation for future 
use at JMU. 
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Clubs for Contributors Giving clubs have been formed at James Madison University to encourage the support of the educational program at the University. 
Membership in the various clubs is determined by the level of giving. 
Following is a listing of the JMU givipg clubs and their members. 
Endowed Scholarships $35,000 or more 
Two Anonymous Scholarships 
Animal Health & Specialties Scholarship 
Gordon D. Bowman Memorial Scholarship 
Gordon D. Bowman II 
William E. Bridgeforth Memorial Scholarship 
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Bridgeforth, Jr. 
Scholarship Club $2,500 
Nancy Chappelear Baird 
Mr. & Mrs. Horace Burr 
Mr. & Mrs .. Wallace L. 
Chandler 
Oark, Bradshaw, Harrison 
& Layman 
Burton ]. Conway 
Kirby L. Cramer 
Mr. & Mrs. Elliot C. Curwin 
Dale Wegner Chevrolet 
Degesch-America, Inc. 
Electrical Wholesalers, Inc. 
Harland Bartholomew & 
· Associates, Inc. 
HFP SYSCO Food Services 
Warren W. Hobbie Estate 
Holiday Inn of Harrisonburg 
Interstate Chemical 
Company 
John D. Eiland Company, Inc. 
Don Largent Roofing, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. Homer A. Long 
Messrs. A.B. & James 
McHone 
Dr. & Mrs. John P. Mundy 
Mr. & Mrs. Howson W. 
Petty 
Lois P. Poster 
RAHE, Inc. 
Riddleberger Brothers, Inc. 
Rocco, Inc. 
Rockingham National Bank 
Nielsen Construction Company Scholarship 
Raymond "Buddy" Showalter, Jr. Scholarship 
Rockingham Redi-Mix 
Mr. & Mrs. Neil J. Rogers 
S. B. Hoover & Company 
Shenandoah's Pride Dairy 
Dr. & Mrs. Ray V. Sonner 
Statler Foundation 
Steger Supply/Valley Tool 
The Teagle Foundation, Inc. 
Universal Leaf Foundation 
John D. Van Itallie 
Wampler Foods, Inc. 
Helen Mugler White 
Presidenrs Cabinet*** s1.ooo-s2.499 
Amax Foundation, Inc. 
Juliet Boyd 
Mr. & Mrs. Chester L. 
Bradfield 
Dr. & Mrs. Ronald E. Carrier 
Daily News Record 
Davis & Associates 
Diamond State Poultry 
Company, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. William R. 
Dickerson 
Mr. & M~. Thomas J. Dix 
Mildred Rhodes Duncan 
Dorothy Thomasson Estes 
Garber Ice Cream 
Company, Inc. 
Samuel Sumner Goldberg 
Good Printers, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. A. Wesley 
Graves VI 
Harrisonburg Auto Auction 
Dr. & Mrs. Irvin Hess 
Mary W . Holter 
J. C. Penney Company, Inc. 
J ulias, Blatt, & Blatt 
Charlotte Perry Koontz 
Leggett 
Lloyd's Steak House 
Long Oil Company 
Marva! Poultry Company, Inc. 
Walter J. McGraw 
Gwendolyn K. Miller 
Mr. & Mrs. Joe B. Morton, Jr. 
Packaging Services, Inc. 
Madeline G. Perdue 
Col. & Mrs. Adolph H. 
Phillips 
Ray Carr Tires, Inc. 
Rockingham Builders, Inc. 
Purple & Gold Club 
Acme Stove Company 
Dr. Jean D. Acton 
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Alexander 
Mr. & Mrs. Gary D. Altman 
AT&T Long Lines 
Col. .& Mrs . John J . Bilon 
Mr. & Mrs. John Curt Blang 
Body Shop 
Mr. & Mrs. LeeK. Branner 
Dr. & Mrs. Oeveland Brown 
Brown's Pharmacy, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. Gary D. 
Buennemeyer 
Cassco Ice & Cold Storage 
Crist and Price 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard T. 
Deadrick 
The Dennis Fund 
J. S. Denton & Sons 
R. R. Donnelley & Sons 
Company, Inc. 
Donut Man 
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Ddver 
Mr. & Mrs. Rodney Eagle 
Kathryn Lohr Evans 
Exxon Education 
Foundation 
Jerold L. Fletcher 
Flippo's Oil Company 
Forkovitch Construction 





Dr. & Mrs. Joseph E. 
Gardner 
Dr. & Mrs. Frank W. 
Gearing, Jr. 
Gilmer Industries, Inc. 
Greystone, Ltd. 
Heatwole TV & Appliance 
Dr. & Mrs. Charles H. 
Henderson III 
Dennis B. Herr 
Hess Inc. 
Bonnie Neff Hoover 
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Horsley 
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Hughes, Jr. 
IMCO Container Company 
Mary Armentrout Jackson 
Stan M. Jones 
Kawneer 
Keeler, Phibbs & Company 
L. Paul Keppel, III 
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis J. Kowal 
S. Mervin Lambert 
Russell M. Lawall 
Rockingham Mutual 
Insurance Company 
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph Roop 
Mr. & Mrs. Manuel G . 
Sempeles 
Mr. & Mrs. Edward P. Shank 
Shockey Motors 
Shomo & Lineweaver 
Insurance 
Sierra Manufacturing 
Company of Virginia 
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas C. 
Stanton 
$500-$999 
Mr. & Mrs. C. Sheldon 
Layman 
Litten, Sipe & Miller 
Alene Alphin Mann 
Massanutten Bank & Trust 
Mr. & Mrs. C.E:McCiintock 
Mr. & Mrs. David Melesco 
Merck & Co., Inc. 
Midrock Holsteins 
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry W. Miller 
Moore, Jackson, Graves & 
Ralston 
Mr. & Mrs. James S. 
Morrison 
Moss Associates, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. Jack S. Neff 
Drs. William & Eileen 
Nelson 
Dr. George M. Nipe 
Mr. & Mrs. Giles Stone 
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis E. Strite 
Mr. & Mrs. D.L. Taylor III 
Travel Counsellors, Inc. 
Truck & Equipment 
Corporation 
Turner Travel Service 
Valley Blox, Inc. 
Village Auto Center 
Virginia Courier Service, Inc. 
V'irginia Hotel &M'"otel 
Association 
Virginia National Bank 
Mr. & Mrs. Gary E. 
Oversmith 
The Peat, Marwick, Mitchell 
Foundation 
Ruth Green Price 
A.M. Pullen & Company 
Mr. & Mrs. David M. Purdy 
Dr. & Mrs. Julius B. 
Roberson 
Rockingham Eye Physicians,P .C. 
Dr. Cyril I Sease, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Philip H. Sharpe 
Mr. &Mrs. Richard Simpson 
Thomas D. Slonaker 
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce W. Smith 
Robert S. Smith 
Mr. & Mrs. James G. 
Sprinkel 




Wetsel Seed Company, Inc. 
WHSV-TV 3 
Wright, Jones, & Wilkerson 
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Williams 
WWBT-TV 12 
Lucile R. Yancey 
William H. Talbot, P.C. 
Taliaferro Realty 
Zacharia Taylor 
United Virginia Bank 
Virginia Well Drilling 
Company, Inc. 




Dr. & Mrs. Michael A. 
Wartell 
Mr. & Mrs. Olin B. Webster 
·Dr. & Mrs. G.L. Weidig, Jr. 
Wilson Jewelers, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. H. A. Wright 
Carol A. Y etzer 
Dr. & Mrs. Conrado R. 
Zapanta 
Duke Club ~--s1_oo_-~_99 ______________________ _ 
Alfred Ney's, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. John L. Allen 
Allied Chemical Foundation 
Mildred Alphin 
The American Hotel 
Foundation, Inc. 
Andrews, Burket & 
Company 
ARA Services, Inc. 
Arne! Enterprises, Inc. 
Arthur Andersen & Co. 
Foundation 
Mr. & Mrs. Conrad G. 
Badger 
Dr. Mary McConnell Baker 
Dr. & Mrs. Pat A. Balsamo 
Leona Kline Barlow 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Barth 
Dr. WilliamR. Beasley 
Virginia Beverage 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas C. 
Bishop 
Lucile Bissell 
Lester R. Bittel 
Robert Blair 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. 
Blumenthal 
J. W. Brakebill 
Gary W. Broadwater 
Elizabeth Brown 
Dr. RichardT. Bruce, Jr. 
Bumbaugh Buick, Inc. 
Mina Thomas Burgess 
Burkholder Insurance 
Agency, Inc. 
Ruth Sisson Burnley 
Frances Kagey Burress 
Betty Butler 
C & P Telephone Company 
C. G. Price & Sons, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. Noel D. Carden 
Robert W. Carlson 
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard L. 
Carnevale 
Louis W. Caton. II 
Dr. & Mrs. Jose J. Caussade 
Drs. Ted & Marjorie 
Christiansen 
Frank Cline & Son, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. Nelson G. Cline 
Oub Managers Association 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. 
Cocozza 
Colonial Storage Company 
Mrs. James A. Conrad 
Continental Group 
Foundation, Inc. 




D. Scott Curzi 
D.C. Heatwole Tire 
Company 
Helen A. Daffron 
Dr. Marcia A. Dake 
Rachel Gill Dance 
Mr. & Mrs. D'Earcy P. 
Davis III 
Mr. & Mrs. W.L. Dechert II 
Mr. & Mrs. Nevin D. 
Dellinger 
Dr. & Mrs. Z.S. Dickerson, Jr. 
Edith Dickey 
Donuts 'N Stuff 
Nancy H. Dove 
Dravo Corporation 
Gertrude Drinker 





Mr. & Mrs. Paul H. Estep 
Carol Eldridge Eubank 
Nannie Rudd Evans 
Exxon USA Foundation 
Walter L. Eye 
Faraway Farms Eggs, Inc. 
Esther Hubbard Farrar 
Madan Bray Farrar 
Richard M. Ferguson, Jr. 
Col. & Mrs. Harold C. 
Finlayson 
Continued on page 6 
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Duke Club Jeffrey H. Hill Dr. & Mrs . Frank W. Luth, Jr. Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Poole Eleanor Wrenn Smithey UVB Foundation 
Continued from page 5 Mr. & Mrs. John F. Hillen, Jr. Mr. & Mrs. Roy Lutz Kathryn Valenti Porter Bernadine Knee Solenberger 
Bernice R. Varner 
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Lee Alene A. Mann Allan Poster Miss Clara M . Soter Lynn Mitchell Verboncoeur 
Hinkle Mathematics Club Preston Morris & Company Julie Goodwyn Spencer Mr. & Mrs . Simon Volinsky 
First Virginia Bank Phyllis A. Hockman Byron L. Matson C. G . Price, Sr. Ellen Bristow Spillman Mrs. Carolyn Copley Wake 
Juanita Shrum Fishback Miss Hazel Holter Phyllis Blight May Dr. & Mrs. Lawrence J. Dr. Diane M. Spresser Mr. & Mrs. Harry S. Walker 
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Fleming Holtzman Oil Corporation May Supply Company, Inc. Puckett Mr. & Mrs. Frank C. Mrs . Wendell Wall 
Mr. &Mrs. Douglas L. Flory Mr. & Mrss Ernest M. Lorayne Osborne McAtee Quick-Livick, Inc. Sprinkel Mr. & Mrs. John D . Walt 
Mary Force Hoover Beverley McCauley Mr. & Mrs . Clayton A. Robert C. Stacy Charles W. Wampler, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. David G . Ruth Ritchie Hopkins Dr. & Mrs. Daniel Railey, Jr. Standard Brands, Inc. Sara Ware 
Frackelton Linda Eggleston Hubard McFarland Mary Crane Randall Mr. & Mrs. Lee K. Stanton Mr. & Mrs. Tom Watkins 
Frazier Quarry Carol Ohl Hudson Dr. & Mrs. Harold J . McGee Elizabeth Meeks Rea Eleanor McCartney Stickle)' Elizabeth Knight Webb 
Bernice Baybutt Frey Wilber B. Huston Walter J. McGraw Mildred Goodwin Rea Mervin B. Stickley Macaria Sheffield Weeler 
Mr. & Mrs. Fred 0 . IBM The Merck Company David A. Reed & Sons J .O. Stickley & Son, Inc. Mr. & Mrs. C. Mitchell 
Funkhouser Dr. Elizabeth Ihle Foundation John Reeves The Storey Corporation of Wenigmann 
Mr. & Mrs . Richard J . Dr. J . E. Ikenberry Ernestine Wright Middleton Jack D . Reich Virginia West Richmond Business 
Gallagher Dr. & Mrs. A.F . Isele, Jr. Michele Flora Miles Reid-Provident Mr. & Mrs. David H. Stovall Men's Assn. 
Mr. & Mrs. Johnny W. Mrs. Sherwood Jones Jager Dr. & Mrs. G . Tyler Miller Laboratories, Inc. Judy Shreckhise Strickler Mr. & Mrs. Robert E . Wetsel 
Garber Mr. & Mrs. Ernest S. James John F . Miller, Jr. Sue Wampler Richmond Stroop Oil Company, Inc. WHBGRadio 
Mary Shankle Gastley Dr. & Mrs. Floyd E. Jarvis, Jr. Marie Parrotta Minervini Mr. & Mrs. Ezra E. Rickard Suter's Cabinet Shops, Inc. Mr. & Mrs. Thomas H . 
Mary Budge Gaughan Andrew Jaworski Drs. Gerald & Esther Annalee Messick Rieck Lois M. Sutton White 
Mr. & Mrs. Philip C. Geibel John Hancock Life Minskoff RMC, Inc. Jerry Sviatko Mr. & Mrs. W. Eldridge 
General Electric Foundation Insurance Company Marine Aleshire Modisett John H. Roberson Jay Swanson Wilburn 
Dr. & Mrs. John H . Gibbons Joan Johnson Virginia Smith Moore Suella Reynolds Robinson David E. Swett Susan Williams 
Sylvia Parsons Gillespie Annie Glenn Jones Morgan Guaranty Trust Rockingham Coop Farm Michael D . Tavenner Mary McNeil Willis 
Katherine Beale Godwin Beth Joyner Company Bureau Dr. Clarence W. Taylor, Jr. Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence G . 
Golden Horseshoe, Inc. Aivin Kanagy Dr. & Mrs. Walter E. Mr. & Mrs. Charles H. Margaret Taylor Wilson, Jr. 
Government Employees Dr. & Mrs. Paul Kaufman Morgan, III Rosenberg Tenneco, Inc. Dr. & Mrs. Daniel G. 
Insurance Company Ken Kline Realty, Inc. Mr. & Mrs. W. P. Morrogh Sue Deaton Ross Tenneco, Inc. Foundation Witmer 
Eleanor Ziegler Grainger Clarinda Mason Kennett Mr. & Mrs. Peter Mosheim Mr. & Mrs; William C. Magdalene Roller Teufel Mr. & Mrs. Herman C. 
Grand Piano & Furniture Mr. & Mrs. Ted Kirchner New York Telephone Ross berg Mr. & Mrs. Michael Thomas Witthaus 
Company Dr. & Mrs. Robert J. Knerr Company William H . Roth Owen Thomas Chester R. Wojcicki 
Dr. Walter F: Green, III Dr. & Mrs. Melvin Koogler Barbara A. Newport Carrie Moore Rothgeb . Dr. William W. Thomas Lena Wolfe 
Martin K. Griffin Mr. & Mrs. Louis Kriser Ney's Hous~ of Fashion, Inc. Drs. Charles & Sara Runyan Debra L. Thomason Robert E. Wood 
Frances R. Grove Mr. & Mrs. Andrew V. Pamela K. Nickels Mr. & Mrs. John F. Russell, Jr. Michael Thompson Mr. & Mrs. William H . 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph E. Kules Anita Noggle Schewe) Furniture Company Randy Thompson Wood 
Hackley Natalie BOwman Kuykendall Emily Ragsdale Nuckols Mr. & Mrs. George F . Mary Wright Thrasher Mrs. Lee Tomlinson Wray 
J . A. Hagan, Jr. & Company . Mr. & Mrs. Jerome M. Old Dominion Realty Scheytt Lillian Wise Tisdale Mr. & Mrs. Charles C. 
Herman W. Hale Kwiatkowski Shirley Orenberg Richard J . Schnurr Deborah Todd Wymer 
Geraldine F!CY Haney Lynn Zirkle Lang Helen McMillan Pace Mr. & Mrs. Charles H . Scott Ltc. Garland N. Tompkins, Ret. Dr. & Mrs. Charles 
Mr. & Mrs. Norman C~ Lantz Construction Parkcrest "In Town" Homes Rita Ritchie Seale Mr. & Mrs. Bob Toohey. Ziegenfus 
Hardee Company Marceile Corwin Parker Richard A. Shady Dr. Brian Townsend Mr. & Mrs. John G . 
George D . Hardy Mr. & Mrs. Walter R. Peak Builders, Inc. Shank Wholesalers, Inc. T . Brook Treakle, III Zimmerman 
Miss Ruth L. Harris Lawson Rebecca A. Peebles Mr. & Mrs. Edward J . Cdr. & Mrs. Charles F. Mr. & Mrs. Ronald J . 
Harrisonburg Motor Mr. & Mrs. Metro Lazorack Mr. & Mrs. Alan C. Peer Sheehan Trowbridge, Jr. Ziolkowski 
Express Emily Lee Lois Hines Perrin Shickel Machine Shop, Inc. Paul A. Tucker Dr. Walter Zirkle, Jr. 
Harrisonburg Retail James D. Lehman Petlin, Inc. Retha A. Shirkey Richard L. Tuell Zirkles 
Merchants Asso. Lindsey Funeral Hc;>mes, Inc. Mr. & Mrs. Gene L. Pfoutz Mr. & Mrs. Harold G . Shook Anna G. Turner 
Nelson Hawkins Jean Vanlandingham Frances Graybeal Phipps Dr. Robert J . Shouey Catherine D. Turner 
Ronald L. Heatwole Lombardi Pizza Hut Zane D . Showker Charlotte Turner 
Dr. Conrad A. Helsley Frances Mullen Long Mr. & Mrs. Anthony J. Edna K. Skiados Mr. & Mrs. Harry L. Tyler 
CharJorre Heslep Winnie Byerly Lowe Polozzolo Richard T. Sloan Union Camp Corporation 
During 1980-81, the James Madison University athletic program Burkholder Insurance Continental Group Mr. & Mrs. W. L. 
gained national recognition through the appearance of several teams and Agency, Inc. Foundation, Inc. Dechert, II 
many individual student-athletes in national playoffs. John S. Burner Michael A. Conway Degesch America, Inc. Mr. & Mrs. Gary B. Butler Becky Cook Robin L. DeHaven 
As a result of this success, alumni and friends of the University asked Dr. Richard R. Butterworth Kevin V. Corcoran Mr. & Mrs. Nevin D . 
for a separate and distinct giving club for athletics. Corinne Buzbee Dorinda M. Cosimano Dellinger 
The club formed was the athletic Duke Club. Membership in the Mr. & Mrs. L . Thomas R. Loring Cover Insurance J. S. Denton & Sons 
Duke Club starts at a minimum level of $25 and goes to the endowed Byrd Agency Mr. & Mrs. James A. C. G. Price & Sons, Inc. Mr. & Mrs. Charles W. Deskins 
scholarship level of $35,000 for the 1980-81 year. Patricia A. Cadwallader Cozad Albert B. DeWitt 
Following are the members of the athletic Duke Club for the 1980-81 Capt. John's Seafood Mr. & Mrs. Robert P . Diamond State Poultry 
year: Market Craft Company, Inc. 
Abex Foundation 
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Jean Craig Robert L. Dickerson, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. William P. Mr. & Mrs. John B. Carayiannis Kirby L. Cramer Mr. & Mrs. William R. 
Mr. & Mrs. G . Randle Bannister Bowers, Jr. Wayne W. Carbaugh Mr. & Mrs. R. Fred Craver Dickerson 
Ackerman Laurie A. Bannon Mr. & Mrs. Floyd S. Mr. & Mrs. Joe S. Carico Marian P. Crawford Joseph A. DiPeppe 
Acme Stove Company Mr. & Mrs. Frank N. Bowles, Jr. Robert W. Carlson Crist and Price David E. Dixon 
Gary S. Albrite Barker Bowman Apple Products Sallie S. Carnahan Mr. & Mrs. Donald D. Timothy S. Dobson 
Steven J . Albrite H . Grover Barrett, III Company, Inc. Mr. & Mrs. Bernard L . Cross Donna Dodd 
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Alexander Mr. & Mrs. Milton G . Ronald Boyd Carnevale Mr. & Mrs. Rodney R. R. Donnelley & Sons 
Alfred Ncy's Inc. Bartley Mr. & Mrs. William E. Madaline H. Carpenter Crowder Company 
Allied Chemical Foundation Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd R. Boyd, Jr. Dr. & Mrs. Ronald E. Pablo Cuevas Donut Man 
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin L. Baumgardner, Jr. Mr. & Mrs. Chester L. Carrier Richard L . Cullers Hubert C. Doughty 
Alston Dr. William R. Beasley Bradfield Mildred J . Carter Charles H. Cunningham Michael M . Downey 
Mr. & Mrs. Gary D. Theresa L. Bell Lila S. Bradford Leonard A. Cascio Mr. & Mrs. Terry J. Dravo Corporation 
Altman Bernard E. Benassi Mrs. Hammond Branch Cassco Icc & Cold Storage Cunningham Robert W. Drechsler 
Nancy B. Alwood Marjorie Berkley Edward L. Branich VirginiaD: Cassidy Mary D. Cure Joe Driver 
AmcriGas Richard W. Besnier Mr. & Mrs. LeeK. Louis W. Caton, II Mr. & Mrs. George J . Patti C. Dudley 
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel H. Virginia Beverage Branner Keith Cenekofsky Curro Philip R. Dugandzic 
Anderson Elizabeth H . Beveridge Lennis D . Bridgeforth Virginia A. Cervi Mr. & Mrs. Elliot C. Faye M. Dundore 
Andrews, Burket & Barbara Bicksler Betsy Brinkley Mr. & Mrs. Wallace L. Cur win Phyllis Dunford 
Company Thomas L. Billhimer Mr. & Mrs. John M. Chandler D. Scott Curzi Dunham-Bush 
Animal Health & Col. & Mrs. John J. Bilon Brinkman Charles Mathias, Inc. Teresa Cyrus Mr. & Mrs. Anthony F. 
Specialties, Inc. Mr. & Mrs. Thomas C. Laurie M. Brooks Mr. & Mrs. R. Bradley D. C. Heatwole Tire Durham 
ARA Services, Inc. Bishop Mr. &-Mrs. John C. Brown Chewning Company Scott M. Dwinelle 
Dr. Paddy Argenzio-West Blakemore's Flowers, Inc. Brown's Pharmacy, Inc. Laima Ciguzis Cathy L. Dagenhart Rodney Eagle 
Richard L . Armstrong Mr. & Mrs. John Curt Dr. Richatd T . Bruce, Jr. Clark, Bradshaw, Harrison Daily News Record Eden Restaurant 
Arnel Enterprises, Inc. Blang Linda A. Buckingham & Layman Dale Wegner Chevrolet Electrical Wholesalers, Inc. 
Darrell W. Ashley Body Shop Mr. & Mrs. Gary D. Ronald L . Clary, Jr. Deborah C. Davenport Miss Edith M. Elliott 
Atkins Litter Service Mrs. 'Disa 0 . Boger Buennemeyer Sharon A. Clary Eric B. Davenport Becky Ellis 
Robert M. Augst Lt. Jeff W. Bolander Bumbaugh Buick, Inc. Frank Cline & Son, Inc. Mr. & Mrs. D'Earcy P. Carol E. Emond 
B & L Glass Shop William B. Boppe Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Mr. & Mrs. Nelson G . Davis Ellen English 
Carole J. Baber Phil S. Borders Buonincontri Cline Mr. & Mrs. John B. Davis Mr. & Mrs. Joseph F. 
Back Creek & Rockford Ronald M. Borders David M . Burch 
Farms Jeanne A. Boswell Susan Buriak 
Patrick J . Coffield Davis Associates Enright, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. George A. Pamela G. Bowen Richard Burkhart 
AnnaM. Coffman Susan A. Dawson The Equitable Life 
Bacso 
Warren Coleman Mr. & Mrs. Richard T . Assurance 
Mrs. James A. Conrad Deadrick Debbie Erwin 
l" 
Mr. & Mrs. Paul H. Estep 
Eleanor P. Evans 
Kathryn Evans 
Walter L. Eye 
Margaret A. Fake 
Faraway Farms Eggs, Inc. 
Richard M . Ferguson, Jr. 
Col. & Mrs. Harold C. 
Finlayson 
Pamela J. Finley 
First Virginia Bank 
Jerold L. Fletcher 
Flippo's Oil Company 
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas L. 
Flory 
Dr. James A. Fluharty 
Mary M. Fogg 
Marshall G . Folkes 
Cynthia M . Foretich 
Forkovitch Construction 
Mr. & Mrs. J. Edward 
Fornadel 
Mr. & Mrs. David G . 
Frackelton 
Jean E. Franconi' 
Frazier Quarry 
Eleanor Frederickson 
Mr. & Mrs. James T. 
Freeman 
Charlotte A. French 
Agnes G . Fry 
Lucius C. Frye 
Richard E. Fulk 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank K . 
Funkhouser 
Mr. & Mrs. Fred 0. 
Funkhouser 
Philip M. Galdi 





Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence W. 
Gannon 
GAPAAA 
Harold D. Garber 
Mr. & Mrs. Johnny W. 
Garber 
Garber Ice Cream 
Company, Inc. 
Doug Gardner 
Dr. & Mrs. J oseph E . 
Gardner 
Gina M . Gareri 





Jack W. Gerblick 
Thomas J . Gibson 
Gilmer Industries, Inc .. 
Glassner of Harrisonburg, Inc. 
Atlnie K. Glover 
Rosemary H. Glymph 
Nancy B. Glynn 
Sallie W. Gochenour 
Sara Godlove 
Golden Horseshoe, Inc. 
Good Printers, Inc. 
Carole J. Gerry 
Grand Piano & Furniture 
Company 
Milton C. Gravely 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. 
Graves 
Mr. & Mrs. A. Wesley 
Graves, VI 
Stanley H. Gray, Jr. 
Dr. Walter F. Green, III 
Greystone, Ltd. 
Frances R. Grove 
Eric Gustafson 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph E. 
Hackley 
J . A. Hagan, Jr. & 
Company 
Herman W. Hale 
Gary M. Hallowell 
Douglas F. Halterman 
Robert M . Hammer 
Carolyn H. Hamrick 
Mrs. Gill T . Hanlon 
Mr. & Mrs. John M . 
Hardy 
Jill M . Harkin 
Harland Bartholomew & 
Associates, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. Orden L. 
·Harman 
Robert P. Harner 
Stephen H. Harner 
Charles W. Harris 
Olivi!l C. Harrison 







Mr. & Mrs. James Hartman 
Mr. & Mrs. C. Robert 
Hartt 
Darrell F. Haulsee 
Kenneth D. Hawkins 
Nelson Hawkins 
Holly S. Heath 
Ronald L . Heatwole 
Heatwole TV & Appliance 
Dr. & Mrs. Charles H. 
Henderson, III 
Marsha L. Henry 
Dennis B. Herr 
Dr. & Mrs. Irvin Hess 
Hess, Inc. 
Richard G . Hetherington, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs: Charles- B. 
Hewitt 
HFP SYSCO Food Services 
Lawrence G . Hickman 
Jeffrey H. Hill 
Reon G. Hillegass, III 
Marjorie W. Hillenmeyer 
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Hilton 
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Lee 
Hinkle 
Brian P. Hockheimer 
Holiday Inn of 
Harrisonburg 
Christopher B. Holloway 
Holtzman Oil Corporation 
Kerr D. Hook 
Suzanne S. Hooker 
Bonnie N. Hoover 
Mr. & Mrs. John C. 
Horsley 
Judith B. Hudnall 
Mr. & Mrs. Edward 
Hughes, Jr. 
Ronald D. Hulshizer, Jr. 
Douglas A. Hulvey 
Diane Hunter 
Dennis L. Hupp 
Walter B. Hurley, Jr. 
Virginia Hutchinson 
IBM 
W . F. Igoe, III 
Dr. J. E. Ikenberry 




Rebecca J. Irvine 
Dr. & Mrs. A. F. Isele, Jr. 
J .C. Penney Company, Inc. 
Estelia M. Jackson 
Mr. & Mrs. Ernest S. 
James 
Betty Jarrels 
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas L. 
Jenkins 
Christine John 
John D. Eiland Company, Inc. 
John Hancock Life 
Insurance Company 
Patricia A. Johns 
Mr. & Mrs. Donald R. 
Johnson 
Dorothy P. Johnson 
Joan Johnson 
Mr. & Mrs. Charles A. 
Johnston 
Kelly Johnston 
Stan M . Jones 
Peggy S. Joyner 
Julias, Blatt, & Blatt 
Col. & Mrs. Richard L. 
Kail 
Robert H. Kaufhold, Jr. 
Keeler, Phibbs .& Company 
Paula M. Keeney 
Helen L. Kelly 
Ken Kline Realty, Inc. 
Michele D. Kennedy 
Nan C. Kenney 
L. Paul Keppel, III 
Ronald L. King 
John F. Knight 
Kenny E. Knight 
Linda D. Knowles 
Aida H. Knupp 
George L. Kolesaric 
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis J. 
Kowal 
Liane M . Kuhnsman 
Kwik Kopy Printing 
S. Mervin Lambert 
Anne Land 
Dennis D. Lantz 
Lantz Construction 
Company 
Fund to Honor 
Chappelear 
A contribution has allowed James 
Madison University to establish a 
scholarship in honor of the late 
George Warren Chappelear Jr., who 
was head of the University's biology 
department. 
Chappelear headed the biology 
department from 1918 until his death 
in 1944. He was also head of the 
department of buildings and grounds 
from 1918 to 1928. 
The J M U residence hall, Chap-
pelear Hall, is named in his honor. It 
was opened in 1968. 
Funds to initiate the scholarship 
were donated by Chappelear's 
daughter, Nancy Chappelear Baird 
( Oass of '39), and her husband, Alvin 
V. Baird Jr. They live in Delaplane, 
Va. 
Don Largent Roofing, Inc. 
Robin Lawrence 
Cheryl L. Lawson 
Mr. & Mrs. John W. 
Lawson 
Mr. & Mrs. C. Sheldon 
Layman 
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin J . Lee 
Emily Lee 
Linda L. Lee 
Leggett 
Mr. & Mrs. Ricky Lee 
Leonard 
Linda G . LeRoy 
Betty J. Lewis 
Marcia G. Lewis 
Susan M . Lig htne r 
Lois Lilley 
Lindsey Funeral Homes, Inc. 
Sondra S. Lindstrom 
Sandra Lineweaver 
Litten Real Estate, Inc. 
Litten, Sipe & Miller 
Lloyd's Steak House 
Mr. & Mrs. Challace J. 
McMillin 
Clinton E. McNair 
Suzanne McVay 
Blanche G. Mellinger 
David L. Melton 




Dr. & Mrs. G. Tyler 
Miller 
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry W. Miller 
John F. Miller, Jr. 
Drs. Gerald & Esther 
Minskoff 
M arin e M odisecc 
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Moore 
Moore, Jackson, Graves & 
Ralston 
Dr. & Mrs. Walter E. 
Morgan, III 
Mr. & Mrs. James S. 
Morrison 
Linda Pearson 
Rebecca A. Peebles 
Mr. & Mrs. Alan C. Peer 
Susan Peery 
Lou Ann Peters , 
Joseph D . Pfahler 
Mr. & Mrs. Gene L . 
Pfoutz 
Col. & Mrs. Adolph H. 
Phillips 
Leonard G . Phillips 
Elizabeth M . Pickrell 
Jerry T . Pierce 
Pizza Hut 
Mr. & Mrs. Marc Poole 
Paul Pottgen 
Preston Morris & Company 
C. G . Price, Sr. 
Ruth G . Price 
Karen M . Pryde 
Mary L. Przewlocki 
A. M . Pullen & Company 




Carolyn F . Rabunsky 
RAHE, Inc. 
Berty F . Ramsey 
Dr. & Mrs. Charles H . 
Rawls 
Ray Carr Tires, Inc. 
David A. Reed & Sons 
Virginia Reese 
Heidi D . Regier 
Jack D. Reich 
Riddleberger Brothers, Inc. 
Frank E. Ridgway 
Wilbur 0. Riley, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. 
Ritchie 
RMC, Inc. 
Dr. & Mrs. Julius B. 
Roberson 
Laura L. Robertson 
Rocco, Inc. 
Rockingham Builders, Inc. 





Ins urance Con1p sny 
Rockingham Redi-Mix 
Mr. & Mrs. Neil J. Rogers 
Mr. & Mrs. Howard P. 
Roman 




Mr. & Mrs. Nee! B. 
Shepard 
Shickel Machine Shop, Inc. 
Earl Lee Shirkey,' Jr. 
Shockey Motors 
Shomo & Lineweaver 
Insurance 




Shull's Plumbing & 
Heating, Inc. 
Sierra Manufacturing 
Company of Virginia 
Jean H. Simmons 
Richard A. Sines, Jr. 
Richard T. Sloan 
Thomas D . Slonaker 
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce W . 
Smith 
Mr. & Mrs. Christopher L. 
Smith 
- Janet Smith 
Kimberly J . Smith 
Mary J. Smith 
Robert S. Smith 
Steven C. Smith 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A. 
Snyder 
Mary Anna Solomon 
Geoffrey H . Sonner 
Dr. & Mrs. Ray V. Sonner 
Col. & Mrs. Norwood · 
Sothoron 
Mr. & Mrs. Michael W. 
Sowers 
Julie G. Spencer 
Mary E. Spencer 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank C. 
Sprinkel 
Mr. & Mrs. James G. 
Sprinkel 
Robert C. Stacy 
Mildred G. Stanley 
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas C. 
Stanton 
Thomas C. Stanton, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Dan Stark 
Mr. & Mrs. Paul H. 
Steagall, III 
Steger Supply/Valley Tool 
Madeline H. Sre wsrr 
Mervin B. Stickley 
J. 0 . Stickley & Son, Inc. 
Debra C. Stock 
Mr. & Mrs. Giles Stone 
The Storey Corporation of 
Virginia 
Mr. & Mrs. David H. · 
Patricia A. Locke 
Lili B. Loftis 
Mr. & Mrs. Joe B. Morton, Jr. 
Moss Associates, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth 
Rosenwinkel 
Stovall 
Elizabeth M. Stovall 
Ronald W. Stover 
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis E. 
Mr. & Mrs. Homer A . . 
Long 
Mr. & Mrs. Jim A. Long 
Long Oil Company 
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard S. 
Longest 
David W. Longmire 
William C. Loomis, III 
Beverly Lowe 
Sara ~owe 
David B. Lowen 
Mr. & Mrs. Guy R. Lowry 
Dr. & Mrs. Frank W. 
Luth, Jr. 
Barbara L. Lynn 
Patty MacCallum 
Todd W. MacCoy 
Marie L. Madert 
Susan L. Manlove 
Alene A. Mann 
Carsonette Maphis 
Anne P. Mares 
James D. Marshall 
Robert C. Martin 
Marva! Poultry Company, Inc. 
Massanutten Bank & Trust 
Leonard Mathey 
Byron L. Matson 
May Supply Company, Inc. 
Alan R. Mays 
Jean McClellan 
James McClenahan 
Mr. & Mrs. C. E. 
McClintock 
Patricia A. McCool 
Dr. & Mrs. R. 
McCutcheon, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Ray H. 
McDaniel 
Dr. & Mrs. Harold J. 
McGee 
Susaq J . McGhee 
Thomas M. McGloon 
Walter J. McGraw 
William B. Mowry 
Eunice Moyers 
Marjorie L. Moyers 
Rebecca A. Moyers 
Anna H. Moynihan 
Dr. & Mrs. John P. Mundy 
Michael Muterspaugh 
Mr. & Mrs. Billy R. Neely 
Mr. & Mrs. Jack S. Neff 
Mr. & Mrs. Zane Neff 
Betty A. Nelson 
Mary B. Nelson 
Drs. William & Eileen 
Nelson 
Debra A. Nester 
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph E. 
Newland 
David E. Newton 
Ney's House of Fashion, Inc. 
Nielsen Construction 
Company 
Dr. George M. Nipe 
Darrell E. Nix 
Trudy E. Norfleet 
Kathleen 'O'Dea 
Rebecca S. Odom 
Barbara S. Ohmsen 
Old Dominion Realty 
Dr. & Mrs. Frank R. 
Olenchak 
Frances H. O'Neil 
Hal J. O'Neil . 
Mr. & Mrs. Gary E. 
Oversmith 
Mark V. Pacacha 
Packaging Services, Inc. 
The Paint & W allcovering 
Company 
Jeane P. Papit 
Parkcrest "In Town" Homes 
Wayne Partlow 
Martha Patterson 
Joseph S. Paxton 
Janet M. Payne 
Peak Builders, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. William C. 
Ross berg 
Judith W. Rosson 
Karen Rountree 
Royal Crown Bottling 
Strite 
Company of Winchester,. Inc.' 
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Ruhl 
Stroop Oil Company, Inc. 
Sunnydale Farm 
Suter's Cabinet Shops, Inc. 
Lois M. Sutton 
Robert J. Ruhl 
Elaine Runner 
Lorraine A. Ruszczyk 
S. B. Hoover & Company 
George D. Scheeler 
Schewe! Furniture 
Company 
Mr. & Mrs. Henry J. 
Schiefer 
Claire Schilling 
Mr. & Mrs~ Charles H. 
Scott 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Y. 
Scott 




Dr. Cyril I. Sease, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen T . 
Seldon 
Mr. & Mrs. Oliver J. 
Semmes, III 
Mr. & Mrs. Manuel G: 
Sempeles 
Grace C. Shackelford 
Richard A. Shady 
Wesley B. ShafTer 
Mr. & Mrs. Donald G. 
Shaheen 
Edward P. Shank 
Shank Wholesalers, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. Philip H. 
Sharpe 
Jean L. Shelley 
Shenandoah Vineyards 
Shenandoah's Pride Dairy 
Jay Swanson 
William H. Talbot, P.C. 
Taliaferro Realty 
Michael D. Tavenner 
Tenneco, Inc. Foundation 
Mr. & MrS: Michael 
Thomas 
Owen Thomas 




Ltc. Garland N. Tompkins, Ret .. 
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Toohey 
Brian Townsend 
Travel Counsellors, Inc. 
Cdr. & Mrs. Charles F. 
Trowbridge, Jr. 
Truck & Equipment 
Corporation 
Paul A. Tucker 
Richard L. Tuell 
Anna G. Turner 
Catherine D. Turner 
Turner Travel Service 
Mr. & Mrs. Ellis M. 
Tusing 
Mr. & Mrs. Harry L. Tyler 
United Virginia Bank 
Universal Leaf Foundation 
Universal Leaf Tobacco 
Company, Inc. 
UVB Foundation 
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey A. 
Valier 
Continued on page 8 
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Athletic Duke Club Mr. & Mrs. Richard C. Mr. & Mrs. Tom Watkins Mr. & Mrs. C. Elwood Virginia R. Williams Mr. & Mrs. H. A. Wright 
Continued from page 7 Wagoner, Sr. Olin B. Webster Whitmore Pamela A. Wilson Wright, Jones, & Wilkerson Carolyn Wake Dr. & Mrs. G. L. Weidig, Jr. Dr. James H. S. Whitney Walter A. Wilson, III Mr. & Mrs. Charles C. 
Mrs. Wendell Wall Jayanne H. Wemmers Mr. & Mrs. Alfred B. Wilson Jewelers, Inc. Wymer 
Valley Blox, Inc. Nancy Walsh Mr. & Mrs. Eugene E. Whitt Mr. & Mrs. Walter Mr. & Mrs. Albert S. 
Gracie Lee Van Dyck Carolyn S. Walton Wenger WHSV-TV 3 Wind jack Yancey, III 
Carolyn R. Vamdell Charles W. Wampler, Jr. Westside Shell W. Eldridge Wilburn Janice Wissinger Carol A. Y etzer 
Mr. & Mrs. William N. Wampler Chemical Robert E. Wetsel Virginia M. Wiley Dr. & Mrs. Daniel G. Dr. & Mrs. Charles 
Vaughan, Jr. Corporation Wetsel Seed Company, Inc. Janet Wilkins Witmer Ziegenfus 
Joy Via William T. Want WHBGRadio Karen A. Wilkinson Chester R. Wojcicki Mr. & Mrs. Ronald J. 
Village Auto Center Annie C. Ward Darrin R. White Teresa Wilkinson Robert E. Wood Ziolkowski 
Virginia Courier Service, Inc. Warner-Lambert Company Kenneth M. White Mr. & Mrs. C. Melvin Dr. & Mrs. Gordon R. Dr. Walter Zirkle,Jr. 
Virginia National Bank Dr. & Mrs. Michael A. Mr. & Mrs. Thomas H. Williams Woody, Jr. Zirkles 
Virginia Well Drilling Wartell White Mr. & Mrs. Harry B. Sam Workman, Jr. 
Company, Inc. James C. Watkins Mr. & Mrs. William T. Williams Patricia Wragg 
Robin L. Watkins White Jackie G. Williams Cindy D. Wright 
Alumni 
Kathryn Pace Cameron Elizabeth Zimmerman 
Associate 1920 1926 Ann Ragan Cantwell Chrisman / 1935 
Member $ 50.00 $260.00 Axie Brockett Diggs Virginia Hunter Coward $2,465.00 
Carolyn Weems Bookwalter Mildred Rhodes Duncan Pauline Efford Delano Sue Richmond Elva Kirkpatrick Garber Julia L. Duke 
Tom Watkins Sallie Hopkins Blosser Matilda Garner Greenlaw Rachel Brothers Eure 
Cecile M. Chapman Virginia Matheny Binns Mary Garber Ham Mary W. Farinholt Mary Bradley Aleshire 
Chapters 
Edith Sagle Jones Carolyn Weems Bookwalter Myrtle Breeden Hatfield Florerice Tommy Graham Elizabeth Firebaugh 
Arline Cutshall Pultz Eliza Davis Clore Clelia Heiser Miller Esther Glick Hawks Alexander 
$370.58 Lorena Kirkpatrick Hilbert Florence Reese Moffett Eva Holland Henderson Mary Deaver Calhoun 
Doris Kelly Lankford Elizabeth King Nunn Isabelle Duval Holmes Gladys G. Charlton 
,-/) Baltimore 1921 Lorayne Osborne McAtee Louise Kent Ozlin Lera Bowman Jarrels Angie Holmes Che.rrywell Lexington-Rockbridge Bertha McCollum Moore Mildred Goodwin Rea Frances Wagner Johnson Eleanor Bird Cook 
Richmond · $145.00 Emma Dold Ridings Bertha Pence Showalter Margaret Moore Keatley Samuella Crim 
Coralease Jennings Janet Eley Str9upe Vada Hensley May Martha Campbell Dabney 
Class Year 1927 Kathleen Watson Lois Hines Perrin 
Anna A. Driver 
Iona Wimbrough Bennett Elizabeth Brinkley White Jaqueline Johnston Rice Eleanor Ziegler Grainger 
Unknown Florence-Louise Fuqua $875.00 Mary L. Yancey Gertrude Blake Roll Roberta Jones Griffin 
Brenda Elliot Gaither Beatrice Dameron Sanders Geraldine Fray Haney 
Richard N. Oampitt Loudelle Potts Hale Louise Thorpe Burton 1930 Dorothy Shrum Sheetz 
Virginia Hitt Harris 
Joan Helbig Johnson Coralease Bottom Jennings Anna Lohr Early Margaret Pratt Simmerman 
Hazel Holter 
Georgia Strength Litton Julia Parrott McCutcheon Bessie Bertchey Egan $2,445.00 Elizabeth Rhoades Spillman Grace Madden McCarthy 
Lottie M. Rigney Anne Beadles Phillips Mary McCaleb Fogg Gertrude Drinker Linda Sanders Treakle 
Eunice Burkholder Moyers 
Reva Bare Reiter Sue Chilton Hall Martha War~en Wood Dorothy Helmintoller Neff 
Mary E. Smith Sherwood Jones Jager Virginia Allen Rose Cox Osborne 1912 Mary J. Keezel Mina Thomas Burgess Mary Barnes Powell 
$ 25.00 Alene Alphin Mann Ruth Sisson Burnley Mollie Heizer Ramsey 
Dorothy T. Rudd Maude Poore Ransone 1922 Frances Dunlop Stein Frances Kagey Burress 1933 Sue Wampler Richmond Ruth Round Hoof£ $140.00 Blanch Clore Utz Carrie L. Dickerson $370.00 Inez Graybeal Roop 
Juanita Shrum Fishback Elizabeth Besley Vozzo\o Gertrude Drinker Laura Ellen Humphries Virginia Bean Sargent Kathleen Lillard Ehlers 
1914 Julia MacKey Williams Vivian McDonald Fisher Margaret Shenk 
$ 30.00 Juanita Shrum Fishback Clarinda Mason Kennett Minnie May Bowman 
Elsie Mallory Sims 
Gladys Didawick Hamlin Anne Weisiger Land Sarah Face Carleton Elizabeth Page Smith 
Mary-Ann Jackson 1928 Helen P. Lineweaver Ruth T. Haines Dorothy Merryman 
Agnes McCown Berry Mary-Louise Overton $1,743.00 Hilda M. Lovett Martha Ellison Hesser Thornhill 
Mary Stone Hellis Mary McNeil Willis Elaine Hupp McCreery Laura Humphries Marian Curling Walston 
Phyllis Palmer Morse Lillian Holland Hurst 
1915 1923 Mary Moore Aldhizer Emily Wiley Nelson 
Henrietta Jacob 1936 Mildred Alphin Louise Renalds Payne Margaret Lackey $ 35.00 s 45.00 Claudine Myers Alwood Mary Crane Randall Louise Watkins Loper $520.00 
Helen Goodson Dillon Suella Reynolds Robinson Katye Brown Miller Evelyn M. Pugh 
Lillian Chalkley Hunt Clara N. Aumack Sarah T. Dunn Violetta Davis Ryan Bernadine Knee 
Edith Lacy Jeffreys Elizabeth Sparrow Mary Fray Evelyn Timberlake Smalley Solen berger Leona Kline Barlow 
Margaret Logan Smithey Plemmons Ruby Dixon Galloway Mildred Allport Thompson Hope Landes Souder Eleanor M . Bobbitt 
Elizabeth Collins Rodes Geneva Phelps Griffin Ruth Maloy Wade Catherine Bard Willey Marguerite Bristow 
1916 Olivia Malmgren Harlow 
Elizabeth Knight/Sproul Virginia Richards Williams Lois Meeks Farrar 
Gladys Rowland Hart Webb · Virginia Lewis Gatling 
$115.00 Martha Derrick Lena M. Wolfe Lois Wandless Gaynor 
1924 Heintzelman Lucy McDowell Good 
Esther Hubbard Farrar $205.00 Virginia Field Hutchinson 1931 1934 Betty Faulkner Goshorn 
Mary Early Parrott Lady Louise Clark Mary Armentrout $1,605.00 $781.00 Frances Grove 
Annie Ritchie Wright Jackson Mary William Holter Elizabeth Brown 
Margaret Newcomb 
Frances Cabell Jett Hardaway Lady L. Clark Beth C. Jordan Bernice Sloop Hoilman 
1917 Rachel Gill Dance Lillian M. Kegebein Eva Craun Alexander Catherine R. Bauserman Ella Luck 
$ 45.00 Mary Woodard Dunnavant Cornelia Carroll Lutz Frances Snyder Avery Virginia Beverage Lillian Quillen Meditz Grace Luck Lucky Roy I. Lutz Virginia Stark Barner Clare Snead Blauvelt Beatrice Shorts Ott Estelle Luck Query Isabel Lanford Mann Emily Hafrison Bates Elizabeth Brown Frances Graybeal Phipps Zola Hubbard Leek Lila L. Riddell Louise Stickley Brumback 
Katie Pruden Six Katherine Bauserman Mildred Brinkley Morgan Lucile Bywaters Bissell Flora Heins Pond Velma Wessells Pennewell Lena Bones Bernice Thacker Critzer Mattye Ellyson Proffitt Ritenour Mary Miller Quaintance Nettie Humphries Broaddus Madaline Newbill Davis Evelyn M. Pugh 
1918 Mary Lippard Thompson Kathryn Womeldorf Roller Sara Ralston Clowser Ellen Montgomery Dibeler Albertina Ravenhorst 
s 75.00 Hazel Farrar Schultz Mary W. Holter 
Alma Beazley Durham Sylvia Kamsky Roth 
Sarah Milnes Sipe Frances McGhee Irvine Mary Spitzer Etter Frances Wells Rowe 
1925 Lucille Clarke Smead Elizabeth Crews Lawson Lillian Lambert Everett Elizabeth Thweatt Towler Audrey Gerard Harvie Sarah Hartman Taylor Elizabeth Oakes McDowell Pauline Farrar Annie Cox Ward 
Helena M. Hoover $363.18 Mary Shankle Gastley 
Constance Cleek Thompson Magdalene Roller Teufel Martha E. Rohr Ruth Gosney Woody Elizabeth Primrose Murph Sadye Ashwell Timmons Jeanette Gore Scott Catherine Minnick Getz 
Nell Acree Pearce Charlotte Turner Eleanor Wrenn Smithey Eleanor Baker Gibson 
Rebecca Kice Brooks Mary McNeil Willis Eleanor McCartney Margaret Tate Godsey 1937 
1919 Winnie Byerly Lowe Stickley 
Martha Bailey Godwin $605.00 Ruth Lewis Miller Sarah Richeson Gordon 
$ 67.00 Virginia Elver Moody 1929 Mary L. Hood Annie Glenn Jones 
Eva Rooshup Kohl Thelma Haga Ragland $1,439.00 1932 Rowena Briel Hopper 
Mary Forrest Reveley Kathryn Pace Cameron $1,628.00 Frances Whitman Jones Harriet Trower Bell 
Elizabeth Miller Aigner Anna T. Simiele Catherine Howell Hook Hazel Wood Kahle Lily Hamersley Boswell 
Hazel Davis Constance Cleek Thompson Margaret Smith Orrock Doris V. Bubb 
Eva Rooshup Kohl Charlotte Shomo Waesche 
Lucy Gilliam Alexander Blanche E. Pride Jane Mayhugh Carter 
Dorothy Lacy Paylor Nancy Roane Walker 
Mary Greene Bell Clara Whaley Acree Rachel Rogers Snoddy Nancy Turner Chase 
Helen Mugler White Hammond Hyatt Branch Louise Hobson Armentrout Virginia Hickerson Wolfe Virginia McCue Conway Sue Kelly Witt Frances Bass Braxton Juliet Boyd Mary Hammersley Yancey Virginia Hey! Crawley 
•' 
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Eleanor Holtzman Lillian Wise Tisdale Emily Lewis Lee Etta M . Bowman Lenore Seibel King 
Frederickson Katherine Robertson Turner Georgina Chappelear Martha Dougherty Burkley Phyllis McKenney 1954 
Betty Martin Garrett May M. Wagner Milliken Florence Springmann Clay Koogler $350.00 
Katherine Beale Godwin Bettylou McMahan Williams Bess H. Nicholas Thelma L. Crenshaw Natalie Bowman Johnnie Thompson Terry 
Annie Glenn Jones Louise Rudasill Obannon Easley Shuford Ferquson Kuykendall 
Virginia Wine L iskey Madeline G. Perdue Eugenia West Ferrell Joan Bowman Martin Rhea Greene Carter Mary Morgan Maloney 1941 Frances Shelton Spies Betty Stretchberry Hammer Mary Gilmore McCormack James W. Casey Rose Duggins Massie S935.00 Dorothy White Steiner Helen Scarborough Jarratt Ruby Callis Nelsen Wanda McDuffee Castaneda Helen Shutters Payne Marine Aleshire Modisett Sarah Bailey Warder Janie Person Johnson Frank R. Olenchak Evelyn Curl Farmer Lois Sloop Rarnkey Dorothy Finley Wilson Kathleen Cahill Miller Patricia Ingram Olenchak Edna N. Frady Ruth Pullen Ristich Louise Griggs Wilson Marguerite Berryman Katherine Moorefield Carmen Isem Greenway Mary Porter Shomo Mary Kirby Cooke Katherine Morgan Wooding Overton Olmstead Esther Kuball Hall Winifred Vickery Star Evelyn Reade Delano Sue Deaton Ross Mary M . Purcell Gilda G . Hinman Ellen Stanford T illery Eleanor Kash Evans Carrie Moore Rothgeb Angela Scancarella Reeke 
Katharine Manby Trant Nannie R. Evans 1944 Margaret Walker Springer Virginia Wells Riddell Jane Stevenson Mapp 
Rita M . Fitz-Maurice Freda Paynter McCune Margaret Jackson Walker $1,345.00 Gloria Miller Sprung Edna Shantz Lillian Hotinger Potter Frances Fulwider Kathryn Valenti Porter Madeline Heatwole Stewart Retha A. Shirkey Lucille Huffer Reeves 
1938 Dolly Foltz Gandy Anna Bowman Stoneburner Nelwyn Obrien Smith Katherine Wilmoth Robinson Dorothy Gresham Gracie L. Vandyck Voula Tsitsera Thanos 
$450.00 Ann Ireland Gurkin Nina Brubaker Arehart Frances Garth Smith Josephine Burkholder Laura Dunnavant Turner 
Evelyn Vaughan Shrum Mary Davidson Hancock Emma Rogers Arnold Wilkerson Ann Lyons Wells John W. Stewart Minnie McLelland Branch Johnnie Thompson Terry Marjorie Wood Hillenmeyer Jackie Gilbert Williams Maxine Calfee Hilton Isabel Anderson Carrico Dona Frantz Weakley Annie Crance Adams Marguerite Buck Keatley Ann Nowlin Dechert 1948 Hazel Blair Anderson Marjorie Perkins Eggert 
Isabelle Dunn Bing Anna Pence Keller Virginia Gilbert Forbes $6,369.00 1951 
Evelyn Terrell Binger Mary Sydnor Kirtland Dorothy L. Fox Margaret Reid Kessel $612.50 1955 
Annetta Rickard Boyer Frances McLaughlin Love Nancy Harbaugh Gibson Brad Stickly $556.00 
Lettie Huffman Bray Marine Aleshire Modisett 
- Jean Nelms Gilliam Elizabeth Whitehurst Sara McAlister Thrash 
Julia Thompson Cobb Shirley ~old~opinner Ruth Polakoff Greenberg Bergesen Geraldine Lockhart Baillie 
Mary Hutzler Crim Oren ber g Edith Manson Harrill Lila Springmann Bradford Jean Brockman Beard Marguerite Artz Bernice Goodwyn Pendleton Eva Foster Foster Margaret Whetzel Pruitt Katherine Stokes Hart Nita Hodnett Chandler Annalee Bowman Coffman Jean Mitchell Carpenter Evelyn Bywaters Goode Clara Bolt Quesenberry Judith Johnson Johnson Mary Duncan Crews Margaret Garwood Cutchins June Simmons Chappell Mary A. Holt Catherine Ketron Richard Mary Keenan Lowe Peggy Lease Dutton Harry Earrnan Joyce Gwalmey Clarke Sara Curtis Johnston Marjorie Pitts Richardson Marjorie Fitzpatrick Ella K. Eastep Frances Jobson Francis Elizabeth Compton Margaret Comer Kupiec Louise McNair Ryder McDonald Ruby Mann Emurian Martha Moore Graham Loretta Jeter Hannum Elizabeth Clay Llewellyn 
. Mary Wright Thrasher Edith Mayhew Moses Phyllis Epperson Gray Gill Temple Hanlon Ethel Kelly Hanson Louise Ellett McClure Wendell Worsley Wall Kathryn Valenti Porter Bonnie Neff Hoover Phyllis A. Hockman Maude Marshall Henderson Blanche Griffen -Mellinger Mary Norman Wiley Ruth Green Price Mary Shuler Johnson Ernest M. Hoover Helen Layman Hillyard Mildred V. Miller Grace Pitts Shackleford Margaret Reid Kessel . Patricia Bowman Jordon Diane Hunter Hunter 
Helen McMillan Pace Betty-Jane Bennett Smith Homer A. Long Dorothy White Malone June Holt Iannuzzi 
Susan Quinn 1942 Nancy Faison Threewitts Gloria Cegelski McCarthy Edith Luke Martin Vema W. Kaylor Evelyn Vaughan Shrum $771.00 Eleanor Leatherman Weaver June Hardy Owen Charlotte Minnick McElroy Betty Myers Kegley Gene King Sutton Macaria Sheffield Wheeler Gladys Farmer Painter Kathryn Hale Nee! Ruth Kaplan Kolm 
Rebekah Bean Tressel Marion Bray Farrar Elizabeth Wolfe Barbara M . Palmer Jeane Parker Papit Norma Proctor Lanier 
Edna M . Woodson Marjorie L. Pole Nancy Thompson Patram Ernestine Wright 
Bessie Johnson Aiken Lillian Demodena Punaro Edna King Paylor Middleton 
1939 Dorothy Councill Beale 1945 Lois A. Reisnger Christine Lucy Tanner Marjorie Lineburg Moyers Maymie Dodd Bowman $1,570.00 Annalee Messick Rieck Jayne Pierce Thomas Barbara Shafer Ohmsen $6,091.14 Virginia Councill Buxton Jean Grady Joan Kirby Smith George Turner, Jr. Nan St. Oliver 
Frances Lindsay Brown Corinne Riley Buzbee Nancy Ballard Walsh Dariel Knauss Vanwagoner Bruce C. Pfeiffer 
Virginia White Cervi Margaret Wilson Banks Olin B. Webster Helen Bateman Wall Janet Hefner Pfeiffer 
Nancy Chappelear Bair d Anna Madden Coffman Marjorie Berk ley Mary-Helen Still Youngs Bonnie May Wampler Anna Young- Rhodes 
Frances Anderson Crowder Nancy Bailey Cogsdale Roselyn Key Brower Margaret Poling West Annie Callahan Rice 
Alma Curtis Cutler Lois Oliver Crabtree Peggy Brooks Burruss 1949 l'a~ric\a Davis Wh\~\ocS. 
!'..gnes Ste"Qheru.on. Sno,..a\te~ 
Ellen Keesee Craver Jeanne Bai\ey Wniunan Sarah M.cl\.\\\str.r \:'b.rtSb. Emma Rand Farrar Hazel Stewart Chomen $2,245.00 Ann Garren Y ener "Bernice Rowe Whl~e 
Sarah Blanchard Foote Elaine Johnston Crouch Jane Graham Ellion Walter L . Eye Joyce M . Wood 
Iris West Gordon Ellen Brumback Dever Dorothy Thomasson Estes 
Mittie Chapman Jones Florene Jones Eakin Doris K. Goehringer 1952 
Geneva Pool Lichliter Marion Bray Farrar Jean Raup Grady Evelyn Dickson Dowling $441.00 1956 Margaret E. Lowery Louise Parks Forsyth Alice Pettus Hargraves Walter L. Eye Carolyn Copley Wake 
Virginia Smith Moore Ella Welton Fraser Charlotte Sturt Johnson Betty Kabler Forbes $585.50 
Agnes Arnold Ragsdale Alice M . Griffith Dorothy Poe Johnson Katherine Hamilton Jackson Rita Ritchie Seale 
Roberta Dinwiddie Ruffner Margaret Warwick Heyn Helen-Louise Miller Kelly Martha Baker Jones Nan Rennie Brown 
Hazel Dunkerke Seaman Martha F. Hounchell Bess Queen Kirkland Margaret Eggbom Kite Lorene Purcell Cone Carolyn Addison 
Grace Comer Shackelford Mary Williams Lee Frances Mullen Long Melvin M. Koogler Laila Grubb Cox Margaret Hartsel Birch 
Jean Bundy Sorensen Inez Walls Lewis Eleanor B. Marable Betty Lee Anne-Maude Cuthriell L.-Thornas Byrd Mabel V. Lunceford Betty Lipps McNair Nellie Lantz Long Mary Neatrour Disalvo Nan Callan Frances Peterson Stephenson Betty Fravel Meadows Vivian Gillum Melson Virginia Miller Long Florence Wellons Forehand Dorothy Groves Carr Mary Rogers Stout Estelle Saunders Morris Betty Clougherty Miller Geraldine Neathery Madigan Annie Kay Glover Edith Loudermilk Carter Anna G . Turner Elizabeth Franklin Morton Anne Stoneburner Shore Marie Parrotta Minervini Kathleen Goodloe Alberta Warren Cashwell Kathrine Warner Carrie Stewart Nelson Nellie Smith Rebecca Settle/Reynolds Patsy Dehardit Hicks Katherine Harding Chase Annie Hilliard Watson Marguerite Hull Oakley Peebles Mary-Ellen Hylton Elsie G. Qark Betty Baumeister Watson Josephine Donald Ogden Ann Curtis Pole Betty Luck Lambert Shirley Keller Coffman Pearl Louderback Womack Anne Howell Painter 1946 Jane Lucy Rash June Manuel Mayhugh Peggy Long Egertson 
Elizabeth Meeks Rea $575.00 Elizabeth Poss Redd Charlotte Korn Roberts Emeline Marlowe Harlow 
1940 Janet Largent Smith Helen Morris Barnes Rebecca Rogers Rigger Mary Schroeder Mary Berryman Holloran Mildred Goffigon Stanley Shirley Taylor Rinker Jean Hosely Schroeter Martha Trenary Irvin $1,018.00 Shirley Harrison Tabler Helen Morris Barnes Jean L . Shelley Joanne Thrasher Stem Helen J. Jones Marcella Richardson Dunlop Helen Wine Terrell Sallie Scott Carnahan Margaret Chapman Sholtes Dorothy V. Swank Juanita Mowles Milby 
Lucille Wagner Toth Mabel Brumley Church Lois Brackett Shriver 
Virginia Hooper T uten Zane Neff 
Elaine Harrison Allen Muriel Carter Waggoner Anna L . Stoneburner Mary~;ose Youngblood Wade Mary S. Nelson 
Lucinda Beverage Anna Long Watson 
Patsy M. Clarke 
Edley Rosazza Updike Carolyn Copley Wake Virginia Tingler Payne 
.Dorothy Moore Broyles Laura Draper Watson 
Jean D'rinkwater Craig 
Joyce Dallas Wilson Mancha Holland White Carolyn Caricofe Rabunsky Edith Lucy Dickey Marie Snowden Wilt Alice Ingram Butler Suzanne Cowne Watts Dorothy Ellis Dooley Vivian Ritenour Wisecarver Rita Ritchie Seale 
Ella Cousins Carter Becky Byers White Mary Budge Gaughan Mary Hollomon Solomon 
Jean Collier Cleland Florence Atherholt White Sallie Wetzel Gochenour 1950 1953 Bettie Pomeroy Tuttle Marcella Richardson Mary E. Jones Sarah Munday Walker 
Dunlop Lucia Zeigler Kilby $1,282.50 $448.00 Carolyn Huffman Wetsel Catharine Showalter Ensley 1943 Aida Huffman Knupp Lawrence W. Hatch 
Garnette Riddle Francis Frankie Yowell McMillen $710.00 
Margaret Wenger Genua Emily Lewis Lee Doris Sorenson Overton Lelia Burner Boswell Dr. Richard T. Bru~e 1957 
Margaret Young Haley Leah Hagar Shields Gloria Purvis Oark Mary-DiJion Dovel Cure $270.00 
Olivia Carter Harrison 
Sarah Harris Ashburn Ethel Showalter Strite Joanne Craig Cook 
Grace Matz Dobmeier Jo Gildersleeve Snyder 
Charlotte Heslep 
Frances Waddell Camden Kathleen Lucy Tanner Juanelle Mottern Crump Paul Estep Ruth Ritchie Hopkins 
Madaline Hurt Carpenter Elizabeth MiJier Taylor Kenton F. GambiJI 
Peggy Snider Hall Anna Hollowell Bangley Geraldine Lillard Lohr Alice Denby Underwood Patricia Newton Grant Anna Shuler Hamer 
Jean Vanlandin gham Anita Monger Crawford Virginia M . Wiley Virginia Eason Graves Naomi Dozier Hoover 
Eloise Lohr Byrd 
Bernice Baybutt Frey Emily Ragsdale Nuckols Sarah White Krause Lombar di Phyllis Weaver Harpster Beverley Belt McCauley Vivian Johnston MacKey Agnes Sampson Fry Ruth L. Harris Lilli M. Ottesen 
Sarah Marsteller Peck Nellie Hatcher Grier 1947 Lawrence W. Hatch Ora MiJier Sluss Ann Elliott Monahan 
Judith Brothers Pruden Martha Simmons Hammer $1,013.50 Bette Bosserman Hughes Mary Henley Snoddy Elaine Mistr Ogburn Elizabeth A. Handy Barbara Hawkins ReiJiey Edith Quinlan Rankin 
Tommy Moore Heustess Carrie Moore Rothgeb Jean Davis Hughes Margaret Armsworthy Jane Webster Ritchie Eleanor S. Shorts Geneva Kames Jenkins Straughan 
June MacKey Slaughter Ann Griffith Horton Frances Holladay Archibald John Jenkins MaryJo Sweeney 
Lynne Saunders 
Margaret Bixler Howell Continued on page 10 Clara M. Soter 
Eleanor Pincus Karpe Carolyn Woodfield Bennett Peggy Shomo Joyner Joan Hicks Thomas Ellen Bristow Spilman 
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Mary Massie Vetrovec Ann Stein Hennan W. Hale Alumni Lynn Zirkle Lang 
Continued from page 9 1961 Joyce Keiter McKay Janet Lancaster Wilkins Judy Swisher Vaughan Randall R. Hamilton 
$1,334.32 Rebecca Springer Odom Pamela Wells Williams Betsy Atkins Wegman Wendy McCredie Harman 
Marceile Corwin Parker Gayle Spickard Wyatt Dorothy Strate Harper 
Shirley Register Sherman Sallyann Lawrence Berendsen Martha Walker Reese Harold E. Howland, Jr. 
Helen Wightman Trump M. Joanne Beida Jean Barnhart Skorupa 
1968 Dennis L. Hupp 
Lynne Ramsey Walker Sallyarur Lawrence Shelby Short Stacy S782.50 
1971 jane Shackelford James 
Eleanor Turner Wayne Berendsen Mary Varner Staggs Beth Joyner $333.50 
Douglas L. Jenkins 
Chester L Bradfield Diane Hunt Stalder 
Robert E. Toohey Sharon Lam 
Frances Rudy Steinberg William 0. Lam Mabel Watts Brooks Carolyn Ramsey Anderson Sandra Rowland Loker 
Janet Allen Chi!l Mary Reynolds Sulser Susan Bolton Ayres Nancy Link Alexander 
Margery Buchana? Charlotte Whittaker Swamn Connie Bass Barnes Nancy L. Avery 
William C. Loomis, III 
195~ Judith E. Wright Faye Huffman Beigbeder Linda Smith Birch Michael Moore Creekmore Rebecca Sullivan Moore $400.00 Sarah Lindsey Etheredge John W. Broughton Florence E. Brown Paul B. Oflaherty 
Jewell Gross Brenneman Brenda Glenn 1965 Carol Beale Drago Florence Scheulen Burnette Alma Brown Hall Dianne Moore Eakin Lester P. Burtner Marc F. Poole · 
Jean Burns Benson Barbara Haney 
$677.50 Edith M. Elliott Linda Ralls Chapman Catherine Shorter Ribakoy 
Elizabeth Johnson Boone Elsie Hanna 
Alice Munkasey Julias Juanita S. Emswiler Sarah J. Daniels Betty Schilling 
Alice Dizerega Meinicke Karen Younkins Gunter Maureen Qancy Hall Scarborough Betty Loving Butler 
Geraldine Whitmer Miller Shirley Godwin Crocker Robin Fadeley Helsley Lois Lilley 
Richard~. Shady 
Patricia Smith Compton 
Mary Boles Nelson Eleanora Bradley Dudderar Susan Candler Henderson Shirley Davidson Lloyd 
Marilyn Simmons Strob~e 
Jean Parrish Copeland 
Ralph Newland Estelle Kaplan Grossman Beth Price Joyner Carsonette Garrette Maphis 
Matthew W. Troy 
Mary Walls Downs 
-
Christopher Unger 
Norma Steigleman Ellis Margaret Hart Roberson Phyllis Tomlinson Guffey Beverly A. Miller Karen "Capar Marlowe Christina Beck Updike 
Helen Caravas Sanders Mary Murray Harris Jean Cornetta Morgan Gale Baelz McCraw Nancy Lynn Gum 
Martha McWilliams Alice Munkasey julias Trudy E. Norfleet Janet Merritt Phillip W. Updike Doris M. King Karen A. Wilkinson 
Jeanne Foster Luck , Saufley Phyllis Blight May Constance Williams Mary L. Przewlocki Leigh l..indjord Wohlfarth 
Dixie Glass Mertens Marjorie Hiner Smith Julia Thurman Moock Rogers Betty Markey Reeder 
Betty Madagan Orndoff Agnes Samford Terry Anna Huffman Moynihan Susan Nelson Sangaline Jeanne Mosser Sclater 
Nancy Talman Potts Sara McNeill Ware Anne Klein Mumma Lydia Hluszczyk Singura Nancy West Shelly 1974 
Ada Blankenship Pratt Susan Moyar Williams Catherine Consolloy james G. Sprinkel Christopher L. Smith $581.00 
Ashley Lutz Ritenour Nemeth Isaac L. Terrell Mary J . Smith Jeff Hamlin 
Rachel Rowland Martha Gowin Newland Eugene E. Wenger David L. Starkey 
Bettie M. Via 1962 Nancy Pavey Sandra Leathers Bob Toohey 
Nancy Ooud Wilson $2,049.36 Janyce M. Pfoutz Wheatley William T. White Barbara Wiest Beatty 
Nancy Rogers Wolfe C. Sheldon Layman Dianne Cromwell Polk Dawn Hopkins Willis John Beavers 
Patricia Asbell Wood Joann S. Powell Patricia A. Wragg 
Laura Wiatt Beavers 
Charles Quatse 1972 John M. Brinkman Ann Watkins Adams Patricia Comer Siceloff $1,015.00 Leonard A. Cascio Larry N . Armentrout Brenda Bowman Smith 1969 Charles Schmidt Michael F. Chircop Jeanne Armstrong Boswell Zetsie K.idd Stevens $508.00 Bonnie Reinmuth Clark 
Deanna G. Bowman Lois Mitchell Sutton Susan Livingston Manlove Julia Combs Coffman 1959 Nancy Burkett Bradfield Mary Bowman Uhl Mary West Argenzio Patrice Spalding Davis 
$1,690.00 Anne Barber Oayton Carolyn S. Walton Linda Russell Ames 
Susan Fogel Baber Phyllis A. Duncan 
Mary McConnell Boher Barbara Staples Dudley Diane Miller Warren Elizabeth Harves Austen 
Larry Beatty Marion Fox Frankel 
Carol Eldridge Eubank Charles Wood Judith Keller Bowman 
Judy Garnette Bryant Nancy B. Glynn 
Dorothy Sheets Anderson 
Kathryn Lohr Evans Diane McMillion Eugene A. Braun 
Freda Hardy Byrd Margaret Dent Hamilton 
Courtney Miller Galloway Woodworth Marguerite Cassidy Jeffrey M. Hamlin Carole Hicks Autry Barbara Freed Hardesty Margaret Dale Carson Robert P. Craft Ben Hancock Mary McConnell Baker, C. Sheldon Layman Ann L. Cosby Richard L. Cullers Linda F. Harris MD W. W. Liskey 1966 Nancy Showman Drescher Deborah C. Davenport Larry Bohnert George E. Dudley Darrell F. Haulsee Frances Amiss Menefee Bettie Davis Howard G. Houghton, Jr. Mary Tod Brown Mary D. Pollock $546.00 Joyce Plaugher Fairbanks Hubert C. Doughty 
Barbara A. Cooley Joyce Miller Saveika Elaine K. Solomon Martha Miles Fearnow Neal A. Frankel 
Marilyn L. Jones 
Dorothy Carson Craddock Connie Lowry Gabel Katherine Koepsell Dorothy C. Shaw James Fultz Jaye A. McNutt Rosemary Haught Glymph Roberta Farrar Sholett Evelyn Rotenberry Leon T . Gravely Michael J. Gastley Barry W. Owen 
Robert M. Hammer Judith Scott Stearns Caldwell Elaine Choby Keller Jane McAllister Hankins Kathryn Whitehouse Poole 
Kathleen Lutz Hess Kay Burner Stilwell Karen Kesler Cummings Mary Russell Kerns Conrad A. Helsley Deborah Parent Powell 
Helen Benesek Hoover Katherine Nagle Wall Margaret A. Fake Judith Woodring Leet Susan Wood Johnson Thomas A. Snyder 
Juanita Carmack Howison Pendleton Henley George Marcia Grier Lewis Carolyn K. Kissinger Geoffrey H. Sonner 
Margaret Grabill Jones Niki Tripolos Gliptis Sandra Whitmer Nancy Junkins Lerf Robert C. Stacy 
Elizabeth Mehailescu 1963 Mildred Funk Gordon Lineweaver Sondra Steeg Lindstrom Angela Hopkins Talaber Kahwagy $623.00 Karen Deaton Hammond Susan Livingston Manlove Ripley E. Marston Pamela M. Thompson W. Hermann Lee 
June Hill Cooley Terry Lynch Harris 
Nancy Melescob Hazel R. Mason Marina A. Williams 
Beverly McGinnis Lowe Linda Eggleston Hubard Paul A. Pottgen Susan Wessner Milner Richard Wiseman 
Jean Knapp Massie Elizabeth Deutz Irby Karen Sullivan Pryde Claudia J. Moore Terri Brewster Wiseman 
Virginia Grifrtth Melton Dina Young Abell Sandra Compton Jennette Doris A. Reynolds Michael Muterspaugh Stanley D. Wyatt 
Merlin See Miller Betty Dickerson Abernathy Miriam L. Keyes Edith Hockman Runion Victoria Twigg Ramsey 
Kay Daggy Neff Carole Boettcher Black Susan Martin Kuhn George-Larry Short Mary E. Ray 
Ronald Ney, Jr. Sue Sumpter Cook Nancy Myers Marvin Joy Breckenridge Shull Kathryn H. Reynolds 1975 
Caren Will Patton June Hill Cooley Mary L. Mulholland Linda L. Taylor Brenda Snelson Rion $2,067.00 
Betty F. Ramsey Carol Atkinson Durr Mary Dwyer Nardone Virginia Wade Marylin Heflin Rumph Christine E. John 
Roben Ritchie Elinor Bice Flewellen Rita Dooley Nearman Geraldine Riddle. Wiberg Charles H. Scott 
Judith Wise Rosson Gail Paulette Flournoy Patricia Thomas Torrence Jeanne Schneider Wilhelm Robert Sheppard Kevin L. Alston Sarah J. Shearer Judith Bowers Hudnall Judy Vryland Joyce Truslow Wolfe Virginia Tull Sheppard Carol Boland Aubin Ann Younkins Shockey Margaret C. Jordan Brenda Bond Wallace Laurie Yattaw Smith Laurie Asch Bannon 
Laura Logan Spitzer Marilee Shifflett Layman Susan K. Wallace Dr. Ray V. Sonner Deborah Sheeler Barker Marilyn Walker Turner Mary Anderson Martens Mary A. Ward 1970 Catherine Talman Frank N. Barker Janet Cook West Qara W. Manin Jayanne Haines Wemmers $477.50 William N. Vaughan, Jr. Cecilia Gray Batalo Susie Didawick Wilkins Jean Thomas Moore Michelle Flora Miles Dianne Dariiel White 
Ann Coiner Nygaard Charles C. Wymer Peter J. Boucher 1967 Rebecca E. Bynum Katherine Acree Prentice Anne Mans Bartley Diane Wood Wymer David R. Callahan Nellie Clark Reynolds $332.50 Milton-Graham Bartley Debra Hubbell Callahan 
1960 
Harry G. Saufley Bettye Compton Davis Margaret C. Bivins 1973 EliZabeth Canning Elouisa Smith Stokes Marilyn Bussey Patricia Moxley Cascio 
$897.50 Larissa J . Via Frances Shetter Adamson Wayne W. Carbaugh $971.00 Laima D. Ciguzis 
Faye Morgan Dundore Sandra Orndoff Christine Nickell Chilton Herman W. Hale Patrick J . Coffield 
1964 Armentrout Donald R. Conner Jane Weber Cross Ellen Blose Juanita Crompler Baxter Sharon Whittle Crockett Bonnie Sargent Anderson Theresa Leazer Crowl 
Jean Pollok Bohnert $715.00 Nancy Towler/ Eddy Bruce Judith McKinley Fernald Samuel-Harvey Anderson Jerry W. Davis 
Isabelle Walters Carpenter Lynn Zirkle Lang Terry Campney Callison Virginia Branum Fox Estelia-Maye Jackson Albert B. Dewitt 
Faye Morgan Dundore Margaret Perkins Chodosh Myrtle David Fultz Barnes Robert L. Dickerson, Jr. 
Ray A. Emswiler Harriet Cohen Barlow Yolanda E. Corro Trudi Stoltz Gilliam Elizabeth H. Beveridge Judith Hughes Ditto 
Elizabeth Smith Gale Joyce Whittaker Carden Louise Schullery Cox Maryann Sharpes Grigg Thomas L. Billhimer Carol Dovel Farrar 
Lu Ragsdale Graham Betty Coe Cinquegrana Bettye Compton Davis Diane Kennel Hanman Rosemary Gilliam Bowden Leonard L. Fields, Jr. 
Diana Dobbs Graves Carol Gaines Delauter C. T. Dix James Hartman June Wood Brinkman Laurie Chrissos Foster 
Robert Graves Eleanor McAlpin Duffield Nathaniel P. Henderson Juanita Glaspie Lasswell Ellen Morris Butler Steven M. Foster 
Barbara Jacobs Harvell Elma R. Fromm Lanny W. Holsinger Margaret Vorous Lofton Gary Butler Mary C. Frasch 
Mary A. Meek Marie Kasuba Gilmore Carole Niesz Keiter Linda Mizell Maupin Carolyn F. Byrd Kathy J. Geiman 
Carol L. Nelson Ann Renalds Givens Victoria Gohn Klein Michelle Flora Miles Judith Marks ~lark Robert A. Gerber 
Gene L. Pfourz Carole Gorry Patricia A. McCool Katherine Outten Rebecca Payne Copenhaver Rebecca M. Gillions 
Mary Jackson Propst Patricia Willson Hensley Brenda Lacks McDonald Audrey Price Nancy Gorry Craft Delores Arnold Gordon 
Rosa Owen Shands Sandra Blosser Hill Rebecca Kieffer Pazoureck Sue F. Rogers Elizabeth Robjent <;:rane Stanley H. Gray, Jr. 
judy Shreckhise Strickler Margaret Barnard Hoff Sara Runyan Wanda Akers Ryan John B. Davis Deborah Weaver Hancock 
Angelica Roystone Carol Ohl Hudson Judith Peters Sams Lanna C. Smith Mary Kile Deadrick Robert P. Harner 
Sudduth Suzanne Buschman Sandra Hollandswonh William E. Smith Angela-Phillips Dinkle Harold V. Jefferson 
Lee Tomlinson Wray Kalvaitis Vaudrey John A. Stanley Margaret Gaines Greene . Christine John 
Mary Piersall Johnson 
Melinda Waybright 
Johnston 
Deborah Shifflett Lauria 
Betty J. Lewis 
Byron Matson 
Clinton E. McNair 
Monica Rotchford 
Montavon 
William C. Parker 
Elizabeth Mochen Prescott 
John W. Reid 
Susan G. Reynolds 
Karen Williams Rountree 
Dara Funk Ryan 
Gerald L. Seager 
Kathleen Deckert Seager 
Barbara Deszyck 
Simpson 
Richard G. Simpson 
James D . Snead 
Jeanette Parsons Toohey 
Brian Townsend 





Bonnie Parks Wessells 
Deborah Mount White 
Teresa L. Wilkinson 
1976 
$1,417.00 
Lili Byers Loftis 
Sandra Drake Alston 
Nancy Barlow Alwood 
Richard L. Armstrong 
Robert M. Augst 
Carole J. Baber 
Beverlex Nicholson Benda 
John J. Benda 
Robin Simpson Blackman 
Robert A. Blumenthal 
Rosemarie Koran Booth 
Catherine Nolan Boulden 
William-Elliott Boyd, Jr. 
Edward L . Branich 
Sandra Wason Capron 
Anne Cardwell 
Charles L. Coleman 
Diane E. Cripe 
Donald D. Cross 
Loretta G. Cunningham 
Debbie Davis Deskins 
James A. Deskins 
Kathleen Mcintyre 
Dickerson 
Donna Goode Dodd 
David W. Elliott 
Carol E. Emond 
Jean E. Franconi 
Sherry Trayer Gentile 
Michael B. Harding 
Ronald L. Heatwole 
Susan Overbey Hollins 
Paula Maxwell Keeney 
L.-Paul Keppel, lli 
Kelsey S. Kime 
Vickie L. Kimmons 
Michael 0. Kingsbury 
Peggy Bauser Kollmann 
Dennis D. Lantz 
Mary Gillions Lantz 
Sandra D. Larson 
Alice Liggett 
Lili Byers Loftis 
Jim A. Long 
Laura Swartz Long 
Christopher B. McGill 
Rebecca Miller M'.ller 
Robert K. Miller 
Walter J. Obenschain 
Janet M. Payne 
Susan James Peery 
Shelby Oliver Perry 
Joseph D. Pfahler 
Joyce Nuckols Pitts 
Wendy A. Richter 
Nicholas J. Scarpelli 
Deborah Vecchiolla Seldon 
Cynthia Dowgewicz Snyder 
Joanne Hill Spotts 
Robert S. Spotts 
Michael D. Tevenner 
Michael M. Thomas 
Michael A. Thompson 
Deborah K. Todd 
Thomas K. Tudor 
Carol Lomas Webster 
Donald Webster 
Robin E. White 




Sharon Harder Appich 
Faith Herndon Ballew 
Maureen A. Betzhold 
Tess Wolin Blumenthal 
Rebecca Brooks Boyd 
Ronald H. Boyd 
Delores Haag Callahan 
Dante Ciolfi 
Dorothy Garrison Cox 
Terrence J. Cunningham 
James H. Davison 
Robin L. DeHaven 
Lloyd B. Dickerson 
Timothy S. Dobson 
John W. Doleski 
Elizabeth A. Fray 
Deborah Smith Garrett 
Sara Dale Godlove 
Eric J . Gustafson 
Mark C. Halsey 
Stephen H. Harner 
MarshaL. Henry 
Dennis B. Herr 
Kimberly Wilson Hershfeld 
Christopher B. Holloway 
Kert D. Hook 
Richard H. Jackson 
Nancy Smith Jenkins 
Donald R. Johnson 
Joan Royall Johnson 
Karen L. Keating 
Linda D. Knowles 
The Marching Royal Dukes 
will perform their halftime 
magic at Homecoming. See 
story on back page. 
George L . Kolesaric 
David B. Lowen 
Denise Shore Lowry 
Joan E. Magill 
Regina Delpapa Mann 
Gloria Sims Mastin 
Judy Settle Naquin 
Leslie Bibbs Nataro 
Mark V. Pacacha 
Betsy E. Peek 
Elizabeth M . Pickrell 
Jay A. Rarick 
Patricia Poor 
Rosenwinkel 
Wanda Oakes Ross 
Rebecca F. Shank 
Alexandra L. Shannon 
Ann W. Smith 
Robert S. Smith 
Michael W. Sowers 
Julie G. Spencer 
Ronald K. Stith 
Mary Crisafulli Stone 
Kathryn A. Tarpley 
Carrolet I. Taylor 
Margaret Harris Taylor 
· Deborah York Thompson 
Elizabeth Beecher Trimble 
Cheryl L. Tucker 
Steven B. Walk 
Julie Turner Walter 
Kenneth M. White 
Thomas H. White 
John W. Withers 
1978 
$2,226.50 
Michael Hunley DeWitt 
Steven J. Albrite 
Marta Storey Armstrong 
Richard L. Armstrong 
Michael C. Barron 
Linda K. Bowers 
Gary W. Broadwater 
John S. Burner 
Catherine Fox Burney 
Kevin B. Call 
Ginger Bohon Carico 
Joe S. Carico 
Sharon A. Clary 
Elizabeth Coleman 
Coleman 
Kathleen M. Corbey 
Mary L. Corbin 
Robert M. Crowley 
David P. Curro 
Ann Lecato Custis 
Helen A. Daffron 
Ann Cote Davis 
Nevin-Douglas Dellinger 
Michael H. DeWitt 
Catherine Hott Durvin 
Philip M. Galdi 
James E. Galleher 
Jean Taylor Galleher 
Harold D. Garber 
Michael D. Gibson 
Martin K. Griffin 
Gail L. Hamilton 
Mary Kirby Havasy 
Kenneth D. Hawkins 
Lawrence G. Hickman 
Craig D. Hiltwine 
Deborah Zukowski 
Hiltwine 
Edward W. Huff 
Douglas A. Hulvey 
William F. Igoe 
Patricia A. Johns 
Karen Ewell Johnson 
Katherine E. Kent 
Danny J. Kesner 
Marien J. Klopp 
John F. Knight 
Cheryl L. Lawson 
Donna G. Layton 
Bernard S. Longest 
Maria Simpkins Longest 
Arleen Burke Lovering 
Guy R. Lowry 
Carolyn A. Marlow 
Natalie J. Marovelli 
Leonard E. Mathey 
Melissa A. McFee 
Joseph R. Mills 
Paul A. Montgomery 
David J. Naquin 
Anita K. Noggle 
Wayne E. Partlow 
JosephS. Paxton 
Harold W. Payne 
Jacque S. Petersen 
Elizabeth W. Plummer 
Patti J. Pope 
Janet Fox Price 
Sandra E. Reed 
Jack D. Reich 
Melinda P. Ryan 
Bruce A. Schilling 
Stephen T. Seldon 
Wesley B. Shaffer 
James S. Shaw 
David E. Showalter 
Lynne Bentley Smith 
Daniel M. Spallone 
Suzanne D . Stanley 
Linda Kibler Steagall 
Paul H. Steagall, III 
Beverly A. Stickles 
David E. Swett 
Carolyn S. Thomas 
Kathleen Mueller Thomas 
Richard K . Tillison 
Deborah A. Tompkins 
Richard L. Tuell 
Diana L. Tyler 
Carolyn R. Varndell 
Donna L. Vassar 
William T . Want 
Linda M. Washington 
Gayle M. Weltz 
Deborah Cain Wine 




Darrell W. Ashley 
Michael J. Barbour 
Daphne Phillips Berge 
Robert L. Blair 
William B. Boppe 
Phillip S. Borders 
Ronald M. Borders 
William B. Borges 
Joyce A. Bradley 
Anita L. Bradshaw 
Michael P. Browning 
Brenda 0 . Bunn 
Richard J. Burkhart 
Janice L. Byrd 
Elizabeth A. Caldwell 
Anita M. Callahan 
Catherine I. Campbell 
Daniel C. Carayiannis 
Vicki Johnston 
Carayiannis 
Virginia D . Cassidy 
Lynette D . Chappell 
Paula J . Childers 
Rhonda Vandyke Colby 
Warren K. Coleman 
Kathryn Packett Corsa 
Marian P. Crawford 
Ellen Miles Cunningham 
Eddie L. Dejarnette 
Peter J. Desrosiers 
David E. Dixon 
Hunter L. Durvin 
Barbara A. Emerson 
Sandra D. Evans 
Stephanie D. Fillingane 
Sylvia Parsons Gillespie 
Sallie Litton Graham 
Milton C. Gravely 
Melissa M. Green 
Kathryn P. Grigg 
James D. Hagan 
Janet Carlson Hagan 
Gary M. Hallowell 
Carolyn H. Hamrick 
Suzanne Johnson Hanky 
Terry R. Hann 
John Hatzelis 
Holly S. Heath 
Patticia A. Herbst 
Jeffrey H. Hill 
Kerry Cross Hill 
Sharon Supple Hirtriter 
Holly A. Hofferbert 
Juliet C. Jennings 
Charles M. Johnson 
Kaye D . Johnson 
Mark L. Johnson 
Stan M. Jones 
Alvin C. Kanagy 
Ellen Kennedy 
Kenny E. Knight 
Terry Kemp Komornik 
Susan M. Lightner 
Dawn E. Little 
David W. Longmire 
Marie Larocque Madert 
Michele M. Manning 
Thomas B. McKay 
Michael A. McWhorter 
Willis C. Miller 
Lynn Thompson Mitchell 
William B. Mowry 
Annette R. Muscarnera 
Linda C. Naumann 
Kathleen V. Odea 
Phillis I. Oeters , 
Cecilia Olshefski 
Donald P . Ostergren 
Hal J. Partenheimer 
George L. Payne, Jr. 
Linda M. Pearson 
Elizabeth C. Roadcap 
Lorraine A. Ruszczyk 
Mollie Coleman Sellers 
Brenda L. Smith 
Robert T. Smith 
Steven C. Smith 
Sue E. Solomon 
Kathleen Headlee Sowers 
Donna C. Spencer 
Donna A. Steger 
Sandra K. Steiner 
Elizabeth M . Stovall 
Randal W. Thompson 
Martha Chidsey Valier 
Anne M. Whitmore 
Brenda M. Williams 
James M. Williams 
Walter A. Wilson 
Deborah M. Young 
1980 
$1,591.50 
Harry G. Barrett 
Theresa L. Bell 
Jeffrey W. Bolander 
Pamela G . Bowen 
Lennis D. Bridgeforth 
Courtney J. Brooks 
Maryanne Brown 
Sara R. Brown 
Nancy Cheeley Bryant 
Linda A. Buckingham 
Patricia A. Cadwallader 
Steve A. Calloway 
Louis W. Caton, H 
Brenda L. Chandler 
Anthony Douglas Conner 
Dorinda M. Cosimano 
Robert L. Custer 
Eric B. Davenport 
Laeunice A. Dennis 
Jane M. Dornbusch 
William Burns Downey 
Kevin R. Dunbar 
Scott M. Dwinelle 
Kenneth G. Farah 
Crystal A. Ferguson 
Richard M. Ferguson, Jr. 
Pamela J . Finley 
Marshall G. Folkes 
Wanda G. Franklin 
Charlotte Alexander 
French 
Gina M. Gareri 
Thomas J. Gibson 
Rebecca J . Goode 
Douglas F . Halterman 
Susan R. Harlow 
Richard F. Hendrick 
Richard G. Hetherington 
Reon G. Hillegass 
Brian P. Hochheimer 
Kay M. Hoffman 
Ronald D. Hulshizer 
Charles A. Johnston 
Kathryn Erdman Johnston 
Daniel J. Katcher 
Patricia M. Kelly 
Ronald L. King 
Katherine A. Kings 
Liane M. Kuhnsman 
Susan R. Lamotte 
Patricia Shiflett Leonard 
Ricky L. Leonard 
' Jerry W. Long 
Barbara L. Lynn 
Robert C. Martin 
Alan R. Mays 
Susan J. McGhee 
Mark T. McMullen 
Suzanne W. McVay 
David S. Mills 
William Cullin Mertz 
Sandra J. Miquelon 
Sarah Carr Morrison 
Catherine W. Moxley 
Rebecca Dellinger Moyers 
Mike Mullen 
Elizabeth Ann Murnane 
Darrell E. Nix 
Disa J. Olson 
Hal J. Oneil 
Leonard G. Phillips 
• " ~ ' ! , \ . 
Heidi D . Regier 
Frank E. Ridgway 
Rebecca A. Rinker 
David C. Ritt 
Nicholas A. Roupas 
Robert J. Ruhl 
Marilyn S. Runge 
Elaine M. Runner 
George D. Scheeler 
Ravi M . Seam 
Page 11 
Melissa Sheetz Seward 
Jeffrey D . Smelley 
Thomas C. Stanton, Jr. 
Debra C. Stock 
Melissa V. Stoll 
Lisa A. Swinnerton 
Owen F. Thomas 
Richard G . Tolley 
Paul A. Tucker 
Jeffrey A. Valier 
Alvin P. Walker 
Jann M . White 
Shelley E. Williams 
Joan M. Wood 
Edwin Q. Wright, Jr. 
1981 
$415.00 
Barbara A. Bicksler 
Betsy A. Brinkley 
Laurie M . Brooks 
David M. Burch 
Susan E. Buriak 
Mildred J . Carter 
Keith M . Cenekofsky 
Ronald L . Clary 
Becky J . Cook 
Sherry L . Coor 
Kevin V. Corcoran 
Charles H. Cunningham 
Teresa C. Cyrus 
Cathy L. Dagenhart 
Susan A. Dawson 
Joseph A. Dipeppe 
Michael M . Downey 
Patti C. Dudley 
Philip R. Dugandzic 
Phyllis D. Dunford 
Ross E. English 
Deborah A.. Erwin 
Cynthia M. Foretich 
Jack W. Gerblick 
Jill M. Harkin 
Charles W. Harris 
Suzanne S. Hooker 
Walter B. Hurley 
Rebecca J. Irvine 
Kelly S. Johnston 
Robin A. Lawrence 
Linda L. Lee 
Linda G. Leroy 
Patricia A. Locke 
Sara E. Lowe 
Todd W. MacCoy 
Anne P. Mares 
Jean McClellan 
Thomas M. McGloon 
·David L. Melton 
Patricia MacCallum Nelson 
James McClenahan 
Debra A. Nester 
David E. Newton 
Lou A. Peters 
Jerry T. Pierce 
Ollie V. Reese 
Laura L. Robertson 
Chip Rosenberg 
Claire E. Schilling 
Lena E. Scurry 
Neal W. Seagle 
Jean H. Simmons 
Richard A. Sines 
Kimberly J. Smith 
Mary E. Spencer 
Jay H. Swanson 
Debra L. Thomason 
Michael E. Thompson 
Catherine D. Turner 
JoyS. Via 
James C. Watkins 
Robin L . Watkins 
Darrin R. White 
Sandra Lee Williams 
Pamela A. Wilson 
Janice M. Wissinger 
Sammy J. Workman 




Acme Stove Company 
Dr. Jean D. Acton 
Dr. Francis R. Adams, Jr. 
Gary S. Albrite 
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Alexander 
Alfred Ney's, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. Gary D. Altman 
AmeriGas 
Audrey D. Anderson 
Dr. Patricia D. Anderson 
Andrews, Burkett & 
Company 
Animal Health & Spec., Inc. 
APHIA 
Caroline E. Archey 
Amel Enterprises, Inc. 
Drs. Thomas & Kathleen 
Arthur 
Atkins Litter Service 
B & L Glass Shop 
SFC_ Wayne Baker 
Angela D . Barclift 
Dr. & Mrs. Bennie M. 
Bauman 
Dr. William R. Beasley 
Dr. & Mrs. Clinton W. 
Bennett 
Dr. Robert D . Bersson 
Mr. & M{S. Richard W. 
Besnier 
Col. & Mrs . John J . Bilon 
Lester R. Bittel 
Dr. & Mrs. Charles W. Blair 
Blakemore's Flowers, Inc. 




Drs . Winston & Barbara 
Bolling 
Mr. & Mrs. John B. Bowers, Jr . 
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Bowman 
Lester F . Boyce 
Mr. & Mrs. LeeK. Branner 
Kathy L. Brisserre 
Brown's Pharmacy, Inc. 
Dr. Patricia J. Bruce 
Dr. RichardT. Bruce, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Gary D . 
Buennemeyer 
Bumbaugh Buick, Inc. 




C. G. Price & Sons, Inc. 
Dr. Charles G. Caldwell 
Dr. Martha B. Caldwell 
Kimberly Ann Calos 
Mr. & Mrs. Louis P . 
Campanelli 
Capt. John's Seafood Market 
Dr. & Mrs. Ronald E. Carrier 
Cassco Ice & Cold Storage 
Charles Mathias, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. R. Bradley 
Chewning 
Drs. Ted & Marjorie 
Christiansen 
Dorothy W. Clark 
Clark, Bradshaw, Harrison 
& Layman 
Dr. & Mrs. Paul C. Oine 
Frank Cline & Son, Inc. 
Mrs. James A. Conrad 
Mr. & Mrs. William H. 
Cooper 
Dr. & Mrs. J . V. Couch 
R. Loring Cover Insurance 
Agency 
Mr. & Mrs. James H . Crable 
Patricia C. Crannell 
Dr. Marilyn Crawford 
Crist and Price 
Pablo Cuevas 
Mr. & Mrs. George J . Curro 
Dr. Charles W. Curry 
D. C. Heatwole Tire 
Company 
Daily News Record 
Dr. Marcia A. Dake 
Dale Wegner Chevrolet 
Dr. & Mrs. Lacy S. Daniel 
Davis & Associates 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard T. 
Deadrick 
Mr. & Mrs. W. L. Dechert, II 
Shawn M. Deehan 
Dr. & Mrs. B. A. DeGraff 
Delta Sigma Theta 
J . S. Deqton & Sons 
Mr. & Mrs. William R. 
Dickerson 
Dr·. & Mrs. Z.S. Dickerson, Jr. 
Dr. & Mrs. Raymond 
Dingledine, Jr. 
C. B. Dix, Jr. 
R.R. Donnelley & Sons 
Company 
Donut Man 
Isabelle S. Dotson 
Nancy H. Dove 
Robert W. Drechsler 
Joe Driver 
Dunham-Bush 
Mr. & Mrs. Rodney Eagle 
Drs. James & Cynthia Eby 
Eden Restaurant 
Mr. & Mrs. 0. Dean Ehlers 
Electrical Wholesalers, Inc. 
Dr. & Mrs. David A. 
Emmerling 
Faraway Farms Eggs, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. Leonard L. 
Fields, Jr. 
Col. & Mrs. Harold c. 
Finlayson 
First Virginia Bank 
Dr. & Mrs. Elwood Fisher 
Jerold L. Fletcher 
Flippo's Oil Company 
Dr. James A. Fluharty 
E. L. Foerster, Sr. 
Forkovitch Construction 
Mr. & Mrs. David G . 
Frackelton 
Frazier Quarry 
Lucius C. Frye 




Mr. & Mrs. Johnny W. 
Garber 
Doug Gardner 
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph E. 
Gardner 
Dr. & Mrs. Frank W. 
Gearing, Jr. 
Dr. Robert F. Geary, Jr. 
Anna Gerard 
Gilmer Industries, Inc. 
Glassner of Harrisonburg, Inc. 
Constance R. Glenn 
Golden Horseshoe, Inc. 
Good Printers, Inc. 
Grand Piano & Furniture 
Company 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Graves 
Mr. & Mrs. A. Wesley 
Graves, VI 
Dr. & Mrs. Walter F. 
Green, III 
Mr. & Mrs. James S. Gregory 
Greystone, Ltd. 
Marcia E. Grimes 
Dr. Mary F. Haban 
Mr. & Mrs. Roger A. Hall 
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Hamilton 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph W. 
Hancher, III 
Chris Hangen 
Dr. & Mrs. DavidP. Hanson 
Mr. & Mrs. Orden L. 
Harman 
George W. Harris 
Harrisonburg Auto Auction 









Mr. & Mrs. C. Robert Ham 
Nelson Hawkins 
Heatwole TV & Appliance 
Dr. & Mrs. Charles H. 
Henderson, III 
Hess, Inc. 
HFP SYSCO Food Services 
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Hilton 
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Lee 
Hinkle 
Capt. Edward E. Hoffer 
Brenda G . Hogan 
Hokeli, Ltd. T/A Sheraton 
Inn 
Dr. David R. Holdridge 
Holiday Inn of Harrisonburg 
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Horsley 
Dr. Elizabeth lhle 
Dr. J. E. Ikenberry 
IMCO Container Company 
Helen V. Ininger 
J. C. Penney Company, Inc. 
Jennefer L. Jean 
Terry Jenkens 
Dr. Lillian P. Jennings 
Mr. &Mrs. Howard B. Jones 
K. Drew Jones 
Monica Jones 
Mr. & Mrs. George F. Joyce 
Julias, Blatt & Blatt 
Dr. & Mrs. Jay D. Kain 
Kawneer 
Keeler, Phibbs & Company 
Aubrey A. Kelly, Jr. 
Ken Kline Real~y, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. Gary W. Kerlin 
Dr. &. Mrs. M. A. Khan 
Mr. & Mrs. John Kimata 
Dr. William D. Kimsey 
Andrea S. Knotts 
Charlotte Perry Koontz 
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis J . Kowal · 
Kwik Kopy Printing 
S. Mervin Lambert 




Don Largent Roofing, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. Metro Lazorack 
Leggett 
Dr. & Mrs. Harold D. 
Lehman 
James D. Lehman 
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin F. Leigh 
Alice E. Liggett 
Lindsey Funeral Homes, Inc. 
Litten Rea\ Estate, Inc. 
Litten, Sipe & Miller 
Lloyd's Steak House 
Long Oil Company 
Dr. & Mrs. Frank W. Luth, Jr. 
Alan D. MacNutt 
Marva! Poultry Company, Inc. 
Massanutten Bank & Trust 
Mathematics Club 
James & Virginia Mathie 
Dr. Philip H . Maxwell 
May Supply Company, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. C. E. McClintock 
Mr. & Mrs. Gary T . 
McCollum 
Dr. & Mrs. Donald L. 
McConkey 
Dr. & Mrs. Daniel M. 
McFarland 
Dr. & Mrs. Harold J . McGee 
Messrs. A. B. & James 
McHone 
J. R. Mcintire 
Dr. & Mrs. Jon W. Mcintire 
Dr. & Mrs . John E. McKee 
Estate of Tom McLaughlin 
Mr. & Mrs . Challace J . 
McMillin 
Dr. & Mrs. William J. 
McMurray 
Valerie J. Melichar 
Dr. Alfred J . Menard 
Merck & Co., Inc. 
Dr: Shirley B. Merlin 
Midrock Holsteins 
Dr. Earlynn J . Miller 
Dr. & Mrs. G. Tyler Miller 
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon W. 
Miller 
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry W. Miller 
Kevin G. Miller 
Drs. J. Gerald & Esther 
Minskoff 
Leonard R. Minus 
Cynthia J. Mitchell 
Drs. Kent & Helen Moore 
Mr. & Mrs. Sam T . Moore 
Moore, Jackson, Graves & 
Ralston 
Dr. & Mrs. G . F. 
Modey-Mower 
Denise L. Morris 
Dr. Robert C. Morris 
Dr. L. Leotus Morrison 
Mr. & Mrs. Joe B. Morton, Jr. 
Major James W. Moseley 
Moss Associates, Inc. 
Dr. & Mrs. John P. Mundy 
Christina T. Murphy 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Nardi 
Mr. & Mrs. Jack S. Neff 




Mr. & Mrs. Samuel E. 
NeSmith 
Robyn A. Nesselrodt 
Darlene L. Newman 
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence A. 
Newman 
Seve~ students at James Madison 
University are now receiving $500 
annual scholarships from the JMU 
Alumni Association. 
Ney's House of Fashion, Inc. 
Pamela K. Nickels 
Dr. & Mrs. Peter T . Nielsen 
Nielsen Construction 
Company 
Dr. George M. Nipe 
Ruth O'Gorman 
Dr. Nancy K. O'Hare 
Old Dominion Realty 
Frances H. O'Neil 
The scholarship t:ectptents are 
chosen as entering freshmen by the 
scholarship committee of the alumni 
board. The scholarships can be 
renewed each year the student is at 
JMU. 
· Mr. & Mrs. Gary E. 
Oversmith 
The Paint & Wallcovering 
Company 
Parkcrest " In Town" Homes 
Mr. & Mrs . Leslie P. Parmele 
Mr. & Mrs. William D. 
Freshmen with the scholarships are 
Deirdre E. Moriarty of Alexandria 
and David A. Whitehurst of Bedford. 
Sophomores are Mark Stephen 
Ivanhoe of Roanoke and Laura 
Woolridge of Virginia Beach. 
Patzig 
Derrick N. Payne 
Peak Builders, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. Alan C. Peer 
Anna Ruth Perry 
Rudolph R. Petke 
The juniors with alumni scholar-
ships are Patti S. Bennett of 
Lynchburg and Donald Martin 
Scheytt of Oxon Hill, Md. The senior 
with a scholarship is James "Dan" 
McNeil of Pilot. 
Col. & Mrs. Adolph H. 
Phillips 
Pizza Hut 
Allan Poster Earl Lee Shirkey, Jr. 
Preston Morris & Company Shockey Motors 
Mr. C. G. Price, Sr. Shomo & Lineweaver 
A.M. Pullen & Company Insurance 
Mr. & Mrs. David M . Purdy Dr. Robert J. Shouey 
Drs. Jackson & Inez Ramsey Showalter Amusement 
Ray Carr Tires, Inc. Company, Inc. 
David A. Reed & Sons Zane D . Showker 
John Reeves Shull's Plumbing & Heating, Inc. 
Dr. Fay J. Reubush Sierra Manufacturing 
Riddleberger Brothers, Inc. Company of Virginia 
Frank E. Ridgway RichardT. Sloan 
Dr. & Mrs. Philip F. Riley Thomas D. Slonaker 
RMC, Inc. Mr. & Mrs. Bruce W. Smith 
Dr. & Mrs. Julius B. Dr. & Mrs . Carlton B. Smith 
Roberson Karen L. Smith 
Laura Hallie Robin Dr. & Mrs . Ray V. Sonner 
Rocco, Inc. Vernnese Spencer 
Rockingham Builders, Inc. Lt. Col. & Mrs. Winton 
Rockingham Co-op Farm Spiller, Jr. 
Bureau Dr. Diane M. Spresser 
RockinghamEyePhysicians, P.C. Dr. & Mrs. Thomas C. 
Rockingham Mutual Stanton 
Insurance Company Mr. & Mrs. Dan Stark 
Rockingham Redi-Mix Dr. James L. Steele 
James Rogers, Jr. Don V. Steger, Sr. 
La,rry Rogers Mervin B. Stickley 
Mr. & Mrs. Russell W. J . 0 . Stickley & Son, Inc. 
Rohrer Mr. & Mrs . Giles Stone 
Dr. & Mrs . Lawrence W. The Storey Corporation of 
Roller Virginia 
Dr. & Mrs. Steven A. Ronald W. Stover 
Rollman Clinton Strausberg 
Mr. & Mrs. Linwood H. Rose Mr. & Mrs. Lewis E. Strite 
Michael A. Rowe Stroop Oil Company, Inc. 
Dr. Rose Mary Rummel Dr. & Mrs. John E. Sturm 
Drs. Charles & Sara Runyan Sunnydale Farm 
Lester Rushin Suter's Cabinet Shops, Inc. 
S. B. Hoover & Company Kathryn R. Swecker 
Mary L. Schell Drs. Paul & Barbara Swyhart 
Schewe! Furniture Company Dr. William H. Talbot, P.C. 
Mr. & Mrs. Henry J . Taliaferro Realty 
Schieffer Dr. Crystal Theodore 
Catherine M. Schuhe Dr. William W. Thomas 
Dr. Cyril I. Sease, Jr. Janet Timbers 
Dr. James R. Sease Mr. & Mrs. Danny Kaye 
Nancy K. Sedgwick Tobin 
Dr. & Mrs. Vernon C. Seguin Stan Tompkins 
Merry C. Semerling Mr. & Mrs. Louis L. 
Dr.-& Mrs. Raymond A. Tourgee, Jr. 
Serway Travel Counsellors, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. Donald G. Dr. Henry J. Travers 
Shaheen Truck & Equi'pment 
Edward P. Shank Corporation 
Shank Wholesalers, Inc. Turner Travel Service 
Mr. & Mrs. Philip H. Sharpe Mr. & Mrs. Ellis M. Tusing 
Shenandoah's Pride Dairy United Virginia Bank 
Shickel Machine Shop, Inc. Valley Blox, Inc. 
Bernice R. Varner 
Village Auto Center 
Virginia Courier Service, Inc. 
Virginia National Bank 
Virginia Well Drilling 
Company, Inc. 
Dr. William H. Voige 
Volunteer Ministries 
Charles W. Wampler, Jr. 
Wampler Chemical 
Corporation 
Wampler Foods, Inc. 
Mary Waples 
Dr. & Mrs. Michael A. 
Wartell 
Dr. Lois K. Waters 
Mr. & Mrs . Thomas B. 
Watkins 
Rebecca G. Weaver 
Dr. & Mrs. G . L. Weidig, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene E. 
Wenger 
Westside Shell 
Robert E. Wetsel 
Wetsel Seed 'Company, Inc. 
WHBG Radio 
Dr. & Mrs. Alton R. 
Wheelock 
Mr. & Mrs. C. Elwood 
Whitmore 
Dr. James H. S. Whitney 
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred B. Whitt 
WHSV-TV 3 
W. Eldridge Wilburn 
Dr. & Mrs. Howard M. 
Wilhelm 
Mr. & Mrs. C. Melvin 
Williams 
Mr. & Mrs. Harry B. 
Williams 
Wilson Jewelers, Inc. 
Janice M. Wissinger 
Dr. & Mrs. Daniel G. 
Witmer 
Dr. John E. Wood 
Mr. & Mrs. H . A. Wright 
Lucile R. Yancey 
Carol A. Y etzer 
Stephanie Gail York 
Dr. & Mrs. Conrado R. 
Zapanta 
Dr. & Mrs. Charles 
Ziegenfus 
David P. Zimmerman 
Carol Zirkle 
Dr. Walter Zirkle, Jr. 
Zirkles 
Parents 
Mr. & Mrs. G. Randle 
Ackerman 
Mr. & Mrs. F. James Ahlberg 
Mr. & Mrs. Jack L. Akers 
Mr. & Mrs. John L. Allen 
Halldis T. Anderson 
Mr. & Mrs. Howard A. 
Anderson 
S/ Sgt. & Mrs. Stewart 
Archey 
Mr. & Mrs. C. S. Austin, III 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert S. 
Babington 
Mr. & Mrs. George A. Bacso 
Mr. & Mrs. Conrad G. 
Badger 
Mr. & Mrs. William J. Bailey 
Mae ~artie Ball 
Dr. & Mrs. Pat A. Balsamo 
Mr. & Mrs. William P. 
Bannister 
Mr. & Mrs. Donald L. 
Barnes 
Mr. & Mrs. Wilder E. Barnes 
Mr. & Mrs. Matthew J. 
Barrett 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Barth 
Drs. Huey & Jimmie Battle 
Mr. & Mrs. William- D. 
Bauman 
Mr. & Mrs. Henry A. 
Baumann 
Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd R. 
Baumgardner, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Warren E. Beach 
Pearl M. Beatty 
Mr. & Mrs. Aldo A. Becci 
Mr. & Mrs. Gene C. Bedsole 
Mr. & Mrs. Earl E. Bell 
Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd K. Belt 
Bernard E. Benassi 
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen R. 
Bender 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert M. Berg 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas C. 
Bishop 
John A. Blakemore, Jr. 
Howard C. Blanding 
Mr. & Mrs. Erich Blasberg, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Floyd S. Bowles, Jr . 
Mr. & Mrs. James·M. Branic 
Mr. & Mrs. William A. 
Branigan 
Mr. & Mrs. William E. 
Bridgeforth, Jr. 
Ltc. Horace H. Brissette 
Aaronita M. Brown 
Mr. & Mrs. Henry C. Brown 
Mr. & Mrs. James M . Brown 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph 
Buonincontri 
Alice W. Burton 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Butler 
Dr. Richard R. Butterworth 
Mr. & Mrs. C. W. Cairn·s 
Mrs. Willie J . Cameron 
Veronica G. Cannon 
Dr. & Mrs. Edward F . 
Can tow 
Mr. & Mrs. Noel D. Carden 
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard L. 
Carnevale 
Dorothy M. Cashwell 
Dr. & Mrs. Jose J. Caussade 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard C. 
Cecil, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph M. 
Cestaro 
Mr. & Mrs. John L. Chan 
Mr. & Mrs. Wallace L. 
Chandler 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert G. 
Chappell 
Mr. & Mrs. Howard P. 
Chester 
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Clark 
Mr. & Mrs. W. Dewey 
O ower 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. 
Cocozza 
Mr. & Mrs. T . B. Coghill 
Jack Colleran 
Montey E. Collins 
Mr. & Mrs. E. Donaldson 
Cologne 
Mr. & Mrs. William H. 
Cooper 
Mr. & Mrs. John W. Cowan 
Mr. & Mrs. Charles W. 
Cozad 
Kirby L. Cramer 
Mr. & Mrs. R. Fred Craver 
Mr. & Mrs. Fate Cross 
Dr. & Mrs. John J . Crowley 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. 
Cruickshank 
Mr. & Mrs. George J. Curro 
Mr. & Mrs. Elliot C. Curwin 
Mr. & Mrs. Edward T . 
Dancy, III 
Mr. & Mrs. Donald F . Davis 
Mr. & Mrs. Warren L. Davis 
Calvin W. Day 
Jean Deaner 
Mr. & Mrs. William R. 
Dickerson 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Dix 
Dr. & Mrs. Robert F . 
Donohoe 
Mr. & Mrs. W. H. Doss 
Mr. & Mrs. John v. 
Drzewicki 
Mr. & Mrs. Warren H. 
Dunnington 
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony F. 
Durham 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert S. 
Grubbs, Jr. 
Elsie C. Gruver 
Mr. & Mrs. Grant G. 
Gullickson 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph E. 
Hackley 
Mr. & Mrs. Paul F . Haefner 
Lillian S. Hamblin 
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Hamilton 
Mr. & Mrs. John C. 
Hammett 
Mr. & Mrs. Norman C. 
Hardee 
Betty J. Harding 
George D. Hardy 
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Hardy 
Mr. & Mrs. RichardT. 
Harman 
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel J. 
Harrigan, Jr. 
John W. Harris, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Jack J. Hatfield 
Mr. & Mrs. Jurgen Heel 
Mr. & Mrs. Charles B. 
Hewitt 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph A. 
Hillegass 
Mr. & Mrs. Hugh M . Eaton, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert E. Eitt 
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Hillen, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard 
Hoffman 
Mr. & Mrs. M . B. Ells 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph F. 
Enright, Jr. 
Dorothy H. Eppard 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Ernst 
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald M . Evans 
Mr. & Mrs. George L. Farah 
Mr. & Mrs. Paul E. Finnerty 
Mr. & Mrs. Harry B. Fisher 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. 
Fitzgerald 
Mr. & Mrs. J. Evans Fleming 
Mary Force 
Mr. & Mrs. J. Edward 
Fornadel 
Mr. & Mrs. Edward G. 
Frederick 
Mr. & Mrs. James T. 
Freeman 
Mary T. Frothingham 
Mr. & Mrs. Charles V. Funk 
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence C. 
Gaines 
Mr. & Mrs. John J. Gallagher 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard J . 
Gallagher 
Ursula R. Gallagher 
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence W. 
Gannon 
Mr. & Mrs. William P. 
Gardiner 
Mr. & Mrs. Culver V. Gates 
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen J. 
Gawarecki 
Mr. & Mrs. Philip C. Geibel 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. 
George 
Mr. & Mrs. Donald S. 
Gerhart 
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony 
Giarrusso 
Dr. & Mrs. John H. Gibbons 
Mr. & Mrs. Fred A. Gilbert 
Mr. & Mrs. William 0 . 
Giles, III 
Mr. & Mrs. Harry C. Gilley 
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony P. 
Giuseppe 
Mr. & Mrs. Nick T . Glakas 
Anna Golden 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. 
Golden 
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce K. 
Goodwin 
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Gordon 
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin L. 
Gormours 
Mr. & Mrs. George A. Gould 
Mr. & Mrs. William J. 
Gould, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. John W. 
Graham, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. 
Grande! 
Mr. & Mrs. Clifford R. 
Green 
Mr. & Mrs. James G. Holbert 
Mr. & Mrs. GuyR. Hollister 
June H. Holmes 
Mr. & Mrs. W.A. Howland, Jr. 
Wilber B. Huston 
Mr. & Mrs. George C. Hutter 
Col. & Mrs. Glenn A. Israel 
Mr. & Mrs. E. Wayne 
Jackson, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Maurice B. 
Jackson 
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome H . 
Jameson 
Dr. & Mrs. Floyd E . Jarvis, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Guy C. Johnson 
Mary S. Johnson 
Mr. &Mrs. F. Michael Jones 
Mr. & Mrs. Howard B. Jones 
Col. Mark E. Jones 
Mr. & Mrs. Carl E. Jonson 
Sarah M. Kahn 
Col. & Mrs. Richard L. Kail 
Mr. & Mrs. William A. 
Kane, Jr. 
Mr. Robert H. Kaufhold, Jr. 
Dr. & Mrs. Paul Kaufman 
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred V. 
Kazmierczak 
Victor Kellan 
Mary A. Kelly 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Kelly -
Col. & Mrs. Thomas E. 
Kenney 
Capt. & Mrs. Jack S. Kenyon 
Dr. & Mrs. M. A. Khan 
Mr. & Mrs. John Kimata 
Mr. & Mrs. Ted Kirchner 
Capt. and Mrs. William B. 
Kirkconnell 
Ann L. Kline 
Mr. & Mrs. William F. Kling 
Dr. & Mrs. Robert J. Knerr 
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond L. 
Knotts 
Mr. & Mrs. Donald M. 
Know !an 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas F. 
Koerner 
Mr. & Mrs. Paul N. Kokulis 
Mr. & Mrs. Louis Kriser 
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew V. Kules 
Mr. & Mrs. William T. 
Kvetkas, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome M. 
Kwiatkowski 
Mr. & Mrs. Dominic Laiti 
Mr. & Mrs. John T . Laverty 
Mr. & Mrs. Walter R. 
Lawson 
Mr. & Mrs. Bobby T . Lee 
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin J. Lee 
Lilian W. Lee 
Cdr. & Mrs. Melvin R. Lee 
Mr. & Mrs. W. Hermann Lee 
Mr. & Mrs. Marion P. 
LeLong 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert s; Leo 
Mr. & Mrs. Geoffrey Letson 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. 
Levvis 
Mr. & Mrs. C. W. Lillard 
Maren E. Lindberg 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H . Link 
Donald M. Logan 
Beverly W. Luna 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert M . 
MacCallum 
Mr. & Mrs. Edward J . 
MacDonald 
Mr. & Mrs. Pasquale J . 
Maggi 
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore A. 
Magnusdal 
Mr. & Mrs. George R. 
Marcoccia 
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Ltc. & Mrs. Joseph J. Mr. & Mrs. Robert M. Shaff 
O'Hare, Jr. Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Shapiro 
Mr. & Mrs. Hugh M. O'Neil Mr. & Mrs. John R. 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph L. Shearwood, Jr. 
Ostrander Mr. & Mrs. Edward J . 
Mr. & Mrs. H . L. Paquette Sheehan 
Mr. & Mrs.LeslieP. Parmele Mr. & Mrs. Eugene E. 
Col. Arion N. Pattakos Sheehan _ 
Mr. & Mrs. Claude H. Patton Mr. & Mrs. Nee! B. Shepard 
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel Patton Col. Harry A. Sheppard 
Barbara A. Payne Mr. & Mrs. RobertS. 
Mr. & Mrs. RobertS. Payne Sholtes 
Noubar Pech Mr. & Mrs. Harold G . Shook 
Dan B. Peleo Mr. & Mrs. William C. 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph M. Silberman 
Perriccio Edna K. Skiados 
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth M. Mr. & Mrs. Clarence E. 
Perry Smith 
Mr. & Mrs. Howson W. Petty Dr. & Mrs. G. R. Smith, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Marsh, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Stuart D. Martin 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert P. Mason 
Mr. & Mrs. Melvin E. 
Mr. & Mrs. William L. Pfost · J. Daniel Smith 
Mr. & Mrs. Julien C. Picot; Jr. Pearl A. Smith 
Mr. & Mrs. Chadwick B. - Mr. & Mrs. William A. Smith 
Pierce Mr. & Mrs. C. Edward 
Mattson 
Janet E. Mayer 
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Mayo 
Mr. & Mrs. Neil McArthur 
John R. McCabe 
Mr. & Mrs. Francis F. 
McCarthy 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard J. 
McCarthy 
Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd W. 
McChesney 
Mr. & Mrs. James P. 
McClure 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard D . 
McConne 
Mr. & Mrs. Waverly L. 
McCoy 
Dr. & Mrs. R. McCutcheon, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Ray H. 
McDaniel 
Mary R. McFarland 
Joyce D . McGiehan 
Mr. & Mrs. James W. 
McGloon 
Mr. & Mrs. Edward]. 
McGrath 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas P. 
McLoughlin, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald L. 
McManis 
Mr. & Mrs. Harold A. 
McMasters 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas G. 
McWilliams 
Mr. & Mrs. George D . Meek 
John D. Meier 
Mr. & Mrs. William J. 
Melvin 
Mr. & Mrs. Charles A. 
Meyers, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. James H. Michel 
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony J. Mileo 
Dr. Jess P. Miller 
Kathyleen R. Milton 
Dr. & Mrs. William J. Minor 
Mr. & Mrs. Roy S. Mitchell 
Mr. & Mrs. Walter F . 
Mitchell 
Mr. J. Robert Moore 
Drs. Kent & Helen Moore 
Dr. & Mrs. Walter E. 
Morgan, III 
Mr. & Mrs. James S. 
Morrison 
Capt. &.Mrs. Quinn B. 
.Morrison 
Mr. & Mrs. W. P. Morrogh 
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Mosheim 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert S. 
Mueller 
Lt. Col. & Mrs. James A. 
Murphy 
Mr. & Mrs. Albert C. Nagle 
Mr. & Mrs. Billy R. Neely 
Mrs. Betty A. Nelson 
Lucile D . Nelson 
Kay Newman 
Virginia Newmyer 
Barbara A. Newport 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert R. Nicol 
Mr. & Mrs. John .Nolan 
Mr. & Mrs. Jack W. Nutney, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold J . 
Mr. &.Mrs. Barry G . Pifer Snyder 
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Polin Mr. & Mrs. James T. Sny~er 
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony J . Col. & Mrs. Norwood 
Polozzolo Sothoron 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Poole Mr. & Mrs. W. L. Spaniel 
Mr. & Mrs. Otto V. Porpora Mr. & Mrs. Donald C. 
Stewart Porter Spaulding 
Col. & Mrs. Randall U. Pratt Mr. & Mrs. James E. Spells 
Mr. & Mrs. William Mr. & Mrs. John C. Spencer 
Pridmore Mr. & Mrs. LeeK. Stanton 
Dr. & Mrs. Lawrence J. Don V. Steger, Sr. 
Puckett Mr. & Mrs. Joseph G. 
Mr. & Mrs. Albert R. Stenger 
Puntureri Col. & Mrs. William T. 
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Quarles Stockhausen 
Mr. & Mrs. William N . Mr. & Mrs. Richard C. Stone 
Quimper Robert M. Sutton 
Mr. & Mrs. Clayton A. Dr. & Mrs. Joseph P. Swift 
Railey, Jr. Dr. Clarence W. Taylor, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. William C. Mr. & Mrs. D. L. Taylor, III 
Ramsey James H. Taylor, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. John L. Mr. & Mrs. Lucius G. Taylor 
Randolph Mr. & Mrs. Patterson C. 
Dr. & Mrs. Michael M. Taylor 
Rauhut Mr. & Mrs. Claiborne W. 
Dr. & Mrs. Charles H. Rawls Terry 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Mr. & Mrs. Harry Lee 
Raynor Thomas 
Rev. & Mrs. Dale L. Mr. & Mrs. Charles C. 
Reynolds Thompson 
·Mr. & Mrs. Ronald W. Harry L. Thompson 
Richards Mr. & Mrs. John R. Thune 
Mr. & Mrs. Ezra E. Rickard Barbara B. Tobias 
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Rinker Mr. & Mrs. John B. Todd 
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Roach Ltc. Garland N. Tompkins 
John H . Roberson Col. & Mrs. C. J. Toole 
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Roberts Mr. & Mrs. James D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Marion N . Topping, Jr. 
Robertson Mr. & Mrs. Darden Towe 
Frances K. Robinson Mr. & Mrs. Jack E. Tribett 
Mr. & Mrs. Larry Rogers Cdr. & Mrs. Charles F. 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. Rohr Trowbridge, Jr. 
Carol C. Rollings Winifred B. Truitt 
Mr. & Mrs. Howard P. Mr. & Mrs. Robert Turner 
Roman Dr. & Mrs. Thomas F. Van 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Keuren 
Rooney Mr. & Mrs. Simon Volinsky 
Mr. & Mrs. Charles H. Mr. & Mrs. Fletcher S. 
Rosenberg Vondersmith 
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond C. Mr. & Mrs. Harold M. 
Ross Wakefield 
Mr. & Mrs. William·C. Mr. & Mrs. Eugene R. 
Rossberg Walker 
Mr. & Mrs. Henry S. Mr. & Mrs. Harry S. Walker 
Rubenstein Ltc. & Mrs. Brice L. 
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Ruhl Warthen 
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Russell, Jr. Eugene P. Waters 
Mr. & Mrs. Belaridino Mr. & Mrs. Tom Watkins 
Salpini Norman E. Weinberg 
Betty G. Scales Mr. & Mrs. C. Mitchell 
Mr. & Mrs. Martin L. Wenigrnann 
Schaffer .Paul E. Westphal, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. George F. Mr. & Mrs. Howard J. 
Scheytt ~on 
Richard J. Schnurr Mr. & Mrs. John W. White! 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Y. Scott Mr. & Mrs. Gordon A. Whitt 
Mr. & Mrs. John P . .Seaborn Mr. & Mrs. SamuelS. Whitt 
Mr. & Mrs. Malcolm L. Mr. & Mrs. James A. 
Searle Wickline 
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald F. Mr. & Mrs. Andrew W. 
Wilhelm 
Mr. & Mrs. Keith A. Wilkins 
Semerling 
Mr. & Mrs. Oliver J. 
Semmes, III 
O'Donnell Mr. & Mrs. Manuel G. 
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Mr. & Mrs. Paul W. 
Willcoxon 
Mr. & Mrs. George A. 
Williams 
Mr. & Mrs. Harry B. 
Williams 
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry L. Williams 
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence G. 
Wilson, Jr. 
Margaret H. Wilson 
Corporations 
ARA Services, Inc. 
AT&T Long Lines 
Back Creek & Rockford 
Farms 
Bowman Apple Products 
Company, Inc. 
J. W. Brakebill, CLU 
C & P Telephone 
Celanese Corporation 
Oub Managers Association 




Diamond State Poultry 
Company, Inc. 
Donuts 'N Stuff, Inc. 
Dravo Corporation 
Etna Life & Casualty 
First Virginia Banks, Inc. 
GAPAAA 





J. A. Hagan, Jr. & Company 
Foundations 
Abex F9undation 
Allied Chemical Foundation 
Amax Foundation, Inc. 
The American Hotel . 
Foundation, Inc. 
Arthur Andersen & Co. 
Foundation 





The Dennis Fund 
Exxon Education 
Foundation 
Exxon USA Foundation 
F & M Foundation 
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Wil)djack 
Col. Paul E. Wise ~ 
Mr. & Mrs. Herman C. 
Witthaus 
Chester R. Wojcicki 
Harland Bartholomew & 
Associates, Inc. 
Hess, Inc. 




John D. Eiland Company, Inc. 
John Hancock Life 
Insurance Company 
Morgan Guaranty Trust 
Company 
New York Telephone 
Company 





The Kiplinger Foundation, 
Inc. 
The Merck Company 
Foundation 
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth F. 
Wood 
Mr. & Mrs. William H . 
Wood 
Dr. & Mrs. Gordon R. 
Woody, Jr. 
Packaging Services, Inc. 
Petlin, Inc. 
Pfizer, Inc. 
Philip Morris, Inc. 
Quick-Livick, Inc. 
R. J. Reynolds Industries 
RAHE,Inc. 
Republic National Bank of 
New York 
Royal Crown Bottling 
Company of Winchester, Inc. 
Shenandoah Vineyards 
Smith Creek Ranch 
Standard Brands, Inc. 
NCR Foundation 
The Peat, Marwick, Mitchell 
Foundation 
Statler Foundation 
The Teagle Foundation, Inc. 
Tenneco, Inc. Foundation 
Universal Leaf Foundation 
UVB Found&tion 
Zerox Foundation 
Founders Society Persons who have made provision In their wills for a bequest to the JMU Foundation. 
The Founders Society has been organized to recognize 
those persons who have made provisions in their will for a 
bequest to the James Madison University Foundation. 
Membership in the society is open to anyone who notifies 
the Executive Director of the JMU Foundation in writing 
that a bequest to the foundation has been provided for in his or 
her will. 
Founders Society members will be recognized during 
Founde{S Day activities at JMU and each member will 
receive an appropriate symbol of membership in the society. 
Friends 
Amanda E. Andrus D: Scott Curzi 
Mrs. C. W. Arrendell Ted Dalton 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph L . Becky Ellis 
Brooks Diane M. Firesheets 
Dr. & Mrs. Oeveland Dr. & Mrs. Robert Fleming 
Brown Mr. & Mrs. Douglas L. 
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Brown Flory 
Rev. & Mrs. Paul W. Brown Mr. & Mrs. Frank K. 
Ms. Loretta E. Cantow Funkhouser 
Mr. Robert Carlson Samuel Sumner Goldberg 
Mr. & Mrs. Nelson G. Qine Dr. Teresa A. Gonzalez 
Mr. & Mrs. Rodney Warren W. Hobbie Estate 
Crowder Kathy G. Hurt 
Faculty I Staff 
Dr. Jean D. Acton Lester R. Bittel 
Dr. Francis R. Adams, Jr. Dr. Charles W. Blair 
Dr. Patricia D. Anderson Art Bogdanove 
Dr. Virginia Andreoli- Drs. Winston & Barbara 
Mathie Bolling 
Drs. Thomas & Kathleen John C. Bowman 
Arthur Lester F. Boyce . 
SFC Wayne Baker Dr. Patricia J. Bruce 
Dr. Bennie M. Bauman Horace Burr 
Dr. Ointon W. Bennett Dr. Charles G. Caldwell 
Dr. Robert D . Bersson Dr.- Martha B. Caldwell 
Richard W. Besnier Louis P. Campanelli 
Col. John J. Bilon Dr. Ronald E. Carrier 
Nancy Chappe\ear Baird 
Caro\yn Weems Bookwa\ter 
Chester L. Bradfield 
Gladys Beck Campbell 
Dr. & Mrs. Ronald E. Carrier 
Wallace L. Chandler 
Michael H . DeWitt 
Edna T . Frederikson 
Louise L. Heeb 
H. Mae Hoover 
Ronald L. King 
Dr. & Mrs. A. F. Isele, Jr. 
De De Jackson 
Betty J arrels 
Andrew Jaworski 
Miriam M. Jones 
Michele D. Kennedy 
Mr. & Mrs. Willie L Keliey 
Mr. & Mrs. Michael T. Kelly 
Charlotte Perry Koontz 
Russell M. Lawall 
Mr. & Mrs. John W. 
Lawson 
Drs. Ted & Marjorie 
Christiansen 
Dorothy w: Clark 
Dr. Paul C. Cline 
Burton J. Conway 
Dr. Mary L. Cordner 
Drs. James & Linda Couch 
James H. Crable 
Patricia C. Crannell 
Dr. Marilyn Crawford 
Dr. Charles W. Curry 
Dr. Marcia A. Dake 
Dr. Lacy S. Daniel 
Emi\y Lewis Lee 
Dr. & Mrs. Donald L. 
McConkey 
Margaret L. Moore 
Judith Brothers Pruden 
Evelyn M. Pugh 
Inez Graybeal Roop 
Dr. & Mrs. Ray V. Sonner 
Mary Patricia Argenzio-West 
Patricia David Whitlock 
Ruth Gosney Woody 
Mr. & Mrs. Malcolm E. 
Leader 
Mr. & Mrs. Randell N. 
Luckado 
Grace M. Mallory 
James D. Marshall 
Walter McGraw 
Gwendolyn K. Miller 
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Miller 
John F. Miller, Jr. 
Mr. & Mis: Zane Neff 
Ruby Nelson 
Dr. B. A. DeGraff 
Dr. & Mrs. Z. S. 
Dickerson, Jr. 
Dr. Raymond Dingledine, }r. 
C. B. Dix, Jr. 
Isabelle S. Dotson 
Nancy H. Dove 
Drs. James & Cynthia Eby 
0. Dean Ehlers 
Dr. David A. Emmerling 
Estate of Tom McLaughlin 
Dr. Elizabeth M. Finlayson 
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert J. 
Wuehrmann 
Mr. & Mrs. Albert S. 
Yancey, III 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. Yates 
Mr. & Mrs. Cary R. Young 
Mr. & Mrs. Ira Young 
Mr. & Mrs. John G. 
Zimmerman 
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald J . 
Ziolkowski 
Steger Supply/Valley Tool 
The Travelers 
Union Camp Corporation 
Universal Leaf Tobacco 
Warner-Lambert Company 
West Richmond Business 
Men's Association, Inc. 
Company, Inc. 
Wright, Jones, & Wilkerson 
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For the second year in a row, the 
James Madison University Founda-
tion has received a grant for student 
financial assistance from The Teagle 
Foundation. 
The New York-based Teagle 
Foundation was established in 1944 
by Walter C. Teagle, former director, 
president and chairman of Standard 
Oil Co. of New Jersey (now the Exxon 
Corp.). 
Since it began making grants, the 
Teagle Foundation has awarded more 
than $30 million-most of it going for 
student financial assistance on both 
the undergraduate and graduate 
levels. 
The two grenrs received by the 
JMU Foundation have helped to 
fund the educational programs of 33 
students at the University. 
Students receiving the awards, 
which carry no obligation for 
repayment, are selected by the J M U 
financial aid office. 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas B. Zacharia Taylor 
T. Brook Treakle, III 
.J 
Nottingham 
Martha Patterson Mr. & Mrs. Harry L. Tyler 
Lois P. Poster Margaret Tyson 
Wilbur 0. Riley, Jr. John D. Van ltallie 
Mr. & Mrs. Neil J. Rogers Mr. & Mrs. Richard C. 
William H. Roth Wagoner, Sr. 
Mr. & Mrs. W. Curtis Angela Walker 
Scott Mr. & Mrs. John D. Walt 
Stephanie Shroyer Ernest Wright 
Mr. & Mrs. George L. Sill Oliver Wright, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. David H. 
Stovall 
Dr. Elwood Fisher Capt. Edward E. Hoffer 
Lucius C. Frye Dr. David R. Holdridge 
Dr. Robert F. Geary, Jr. Dr. Elizabeth Ihle 
Robert A. Graves Dr. J . E. Ikenberry 
Florence N. Gregory Helen V. Ininger 
Marcia E. Grimes Dr. Marie M. Jenkins 
Frances R. Grove Dr. Lillian P. Jennings 
Dr. Mary Frances Haban George F. Joyce 
Dr. Roger A. Hall Dr. Jay D. Kain 
Joseph W. Hancher, III Connie D. Kerlin 
Dr. & Mrs. David P. Dr. M. A. Khan 
Hanson Dr. William D. Kimsey 
Fred Hilton Diarie M. Langhorst 
' 
Marilyn C. Lazorack 
Dr. Harold D. Lehman 
James D. Lehman 
Alice E. Liggett 
Dr. Frank W. Luth, Jr. 
Alan D. MacNutt 
Dr. Philip H. Maxwell 
Dr. Donald L. McConkey 
Dr. & Mrs. Daniel M. 
McFarland 
Dr. Harold]. McGee 
Dr. Jon W. Mcintire 
Dr. John E. McKee 
Challace J. McMillin 
Dr. William J. McMurray 
Dr. Alfred J . Menard 
Dr. Shirley B. Merlin 
Dr. Earlynn Miller 
Dr. G. Tyler Miller 
Gordon W. Miller 
Kevin G. Miller 
Drs. J. Gerald & Esther 
Minskoff 
Drs. Kent & Helen Moore 
G. F. Morley-Mower 
Robert C. Morris 
Dr. L. Leotus Morriscn 
Major James W. Moseley 
Dr. John P. Mundy 
Thomas A. Nardi 
Drs. William &~ileen 
Nelson 
Brenda W. NeSmith 
Darlene L. Newman 
Anna Lee Newman 
Pamela K. Nickels 
Dr. Peter T. Nielsen 
Ruth O'Gorman 
Dr. Nancy K. O'Hare 
William D. Patzig 
Alan C. Peer 
Anna Ruth Perry 
Matching Companies 
Abex Foundation 
Allied Chemical Foundation 
ARA Services, Inc. 
Arthur Anderson & Co. 
Foundation 
AT&T Long Lines 
Best Products Foundation 
Burlington Industries 
Foundation 











Exxon USA Foundation 
F & M Foundation 
First Virginia Banks, Inc. 
General Dynamics 






Col. Adolph H. Phillips 
Drs. Jackson & Inez 
Ramsey 
Dr. Fay J. Reubush 
Dr. Philip F. Riley 
Dr. Julius B. Roberson 
Dr. Lawrence W. Roller 
Dr. Steven A. Rollman 
Linwood H. Rose 
Dr. Rose Mary Rummel 
Drs. Charles & Sara 
Runyan 
Mary L. Schell 
Henry J. Schiefer 
INA Foundation 
John Hancock Life 
Insurance Company 
The Kiplinger Foundation, Inc. 
The Merck Company 
Foundation 
Morgan Guaranty Trust 
Company 
NCR Foundation 
Dr. Vernon C. Seguin 
Dr. Raymond A. Serway 
Dr. Carlton B. Smith 
Dr. Ray v: Sonner 
Lt. Col. Winton Spiller, Jr. 
Dr. Diane M. Spresser 
Dr. Thomas C. Stanton 
Dr. James L. Steele 
Dr. John E. Sturm 
Kathryn R. Swecker 
Dr. Barbara Swyhart 
Dr. Crystal Theodore 
Dr. William W. Thomas 
Linda B. Tobin 
New York Telephone 
Company 
Pfizer, Inc. 
Philip Morris, Inc. 
Preston Morris. & Company 
R. J. Reynolds Industries 
Republic National Bank of 
New York 
Standard Brands, Inc. 
Tenneco, Inc. 
Dorothy S. Tourgee 
Dr. Henry J. Travers 
Bernice R. Varner 
Dr. William H. Voige 
Mary Waples 
Dr. Michael A. Warrell 
Dr. Lois K. Waters 
Tom Watkins 
Dr. Alton R. Wheelock. 
Dr. Howard M. Wilhelm 
Dr. John E. Wood 
Dr. Charles Ziegenfus 
David P. Zimmerman 
Tenneco, Inc. Foundation 
Union Camp Corporation 
Universal Leaf Foundation 




Annual Fund Volunteers 
VIRGINIA CULPEJ>ER MACJJIP ANGO Carole Eubank WARRENTON Frances S. Spies 
-~lJ~GDON Margaret Eggborn Kite S_usan Henderson Janet Girardi Margaret Springer E. M. Taylor Mary McNeil Willis Laura Humphries Maxine Hilton MAPISON COUNTY Toppy Jennings WILLIAMSBURG NEW JERSEY DANVILLE Edith Hitt Blankenbaker ALE~A~DRIA Dr. Elizabeth Compton Dorothy Moore Broyles Lili Loftis 
Elizabeth Beverage Joseph Daciek 
Nancy Darner Jane Murphy WINCHESTER 
DEERFIELD Christine Carden Grace McCarthy 
NEW YORK 
ALTAVISTA Dorothy Rivercomb Margaret Grabill Jones Marine Modisett 
William Boppe Phyllis Coleman 
Margaret West 
DRAKES BRANCH 
Blanche Clore Utz Emily Nichols WINDSOR Elizabeth Gale 
AMELIA Liz Moore Peaden MANASSAS Petroleum Marketers, Inc. 
Shirley Crocker Catherine Gaspard 
Lois Farrar Lucille B. Purcell Linda Whitehead Inez Roop WOODBRIDGE 
Janice Kelly 
Libby Bywaters Connie Robinson Veise MARION Joanne Sporrs Paul Montgomery Mickey Parrotta Minervini 
AMHERST Charlene Burnop Universal Leaf Tobacco WOODSTOCK 
Kay Porter 
ED~BURG Carolyn Wake Elizabeth Rea Juanita Wood Henderson Anna M. Chapman Barbara Gwyn Pat Williamson Dorothy Sheetz Abby Schofield 
1\.NNANDALE Nellie Long MARTINSVILLE Joan Wood ARIZONA Gloria Sprung 
Deborah Barker Ashley Ritenour Patsy Clark ROANOKE 
J oharina Trotter 
Martha Jones Alice Griffith Sarah B. Warder FAIRFAX MCDOWELL Faye Dundore 
APPOMATTOX Mary ~ell Ruth Wade CALIFORNIA NORTH CAROLINA ROSELANE 
Nelwyn Smith FALLS CHURCH MCLEAN Virgmia Harvey Mary Gaughan Beth Joyner 
ARLINGTON Christopher Hoffman Shelley Haitt SHARPS CONNECTICUT · OHIO Tom White Lynn Lang Juanita Howison Mrs. Bruce Kerns Alice McLane Carrie Rothgeb Clara Belle Acree BEDFOJW MONTEREY SMITHFIELD DELAWARE Macaria S. Wheeler Edley Updike F~UQl}IER COUNT~ Virginia Beverage Nancy Chase Susan Manlove PENNSYLVANIA 
BLUEFIELD Elizabeth Brittle MT.JI\.CKSON SOUTH BOSTON FLORIDA Martha Burkley Teri Arrington FRANKLIN Eleanor Frederickson Lee T. Wray Elizabeth Cobb Edith Carter BLUE GRASS Elizabeth Brown MT. SIDNEY - - Judith Ditto 
Luther Hammer fREDERICKSBURG STERLING Julia Cobb Linda Donovan 
Roy Butler 
Hubert Doughty Evelyn Norment Karen Deaver Peggy Egertson BRISTOL Rebecca Holland 
Kathleen Goodloe NEW MARKET Helen Davis Phyllis Harpster Sandra Kovars Anna Coffman Emma Ellmore Winnie Lowe Michael Holliday 
CARSON FRONT ROYAL Elizabeth Ellmore Betty Owins Melinda Johnston 
Esther Howler Nina Arehart NEWPORT NE:W.S Patricia Perry Margaret "Chappie" Sholtes Dorothy Harris 
FT. DEFIANCE Helen White Betty McNair Elsie Mallory Sims Margaret Kupiec CASTLEWOOD NORFO~K Barbara Souder Judith Leet Mary Tardy Mary Stout Phyllis Gray STRASBURG Sara F. Sulyner Clara Martin 
CHARLOTTE~ VILLE ~AMPTON Mary Thrasher Irene Rickard Linda Upshaw Holly Michaels 
Rita Seale Margaret Butler NORTON STUARTS DRAFT GEORGIA Colleen Miller 
Ruth Stephenson HAYES Ce__£ile M. Chapman Kathleen McChesney Jane Cooley Kathleen Preitz 
Annie K. Glover Shirley Tabler CHES_APEAKE ONANCOCK SUfFOLK June Owen 
Sylvia Bowen }JOPEWELL Peggy Harman Patrick Coffield Constance Sieg SOUTH CAROLINA Emeline Harlow Sue Bercau SWOOPE Jayanne Wemmers Rebecca Davidson Edward Laurence ORANGE COUNTY ILLINOIS Florina Erickson • _ 
Barbara Ohmsen JONESVILLE Peggy Dunkle .Watkins Wendy A. Harman Mrs. Tommy Heustess 
Audrey Pannell Lucille Cox PORTSMOUTH IAPPAJ:I..y!NOCK Barbara Benham Betty Ingersoll Carmen Edwards Joyce Saveika KILMARNOCK Frances Rea Ellen Spilman Helen McMillan Pace Jim Ingersoll Sharon Storms Clara Acree Emily Lewis Lee 
Cheryl Todd . PULASKI TAZEWELL Clara Nissen Satchell J:A WRENCEVILLE Jeanne Whitman Debbie Deskins 
Barbara Lisle 
Billie Todd KENTUCKY Mildred Rea Rebecca Peebles RAPPAHANNOCK TOMS BROOK Ann Watson CHESTERFIELD Mr. and Mrs. James Fult:i, Jr. 
Jane Cross LEXINGTON Clelia Hiser Miller Annetta Boyer Phyllis Webb Mildred Alphin MAINE 
CHURCHVILLE RICHLAND VERONA TEXAS 
Nancy Gum LURAY Emily Clevenger Wendy Harman 
Eleanor W. Smithey 
Ruth A. Shirkey 
CLIFTON FORGE 
Nancy Keyser RICHMOND VESUVIUS MARYLAND WASHINGTON, D.C. 
LYNCHBURG Phyllis Hockman Sterling Baldwin Patsy Hartless J. Dennis Byron Matson 
COLONIAL HEIGHTS Elizabeth Mattox Alford Hannah Cullen VIENNA 
Mary Gastley Gena Stephens Alda Berlin Thelma Crenshaw JoAnn Cook Mary Holter Beverly Cogle Eleanor Evans Chris Chilton Frankie McMillen WEST VIRGINIA Michael Thompson Mary-Sheeler Johnson Nita Chandler VIRGINIA BEACH Barbara Phillips Britt Talbott 
CRAIGSviLLJ;: Nadene Nixon Brenda Chandler Ernestine Middleton Annalee Messick Rieck Stan Wyatt 
Mary Rose Carrie Bowman W-oi!ieman Wallace Chandler WARM SPRINGS Jean Shelley 
Lois Carter Constance Thompllon Mary Anna Soloman 
Pat Dabney 
- - - - ~~- ------------ ~------· 
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Come Home to the Gold 
November 7 is the big day to welcome back alumni to the James 
Madison University campus. There is still time to make plans to "Come 
Home to the Gold." If your class year ends with a 6 or I there are special 
banquets, dances and other events to make this a gala homecoming for 
you. 
If you need information contact your reunion chairman listed below 














Route 10, Box 306 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Mildred Kidd 
Mt. Crawford, VA 22841 
Evelyn Pugh 
101 Breezewood Terrace 
Box 64 
Bridgewater, VA 22812 
Wendy Wall 
14110 Chesterfield 
Rockville, MD 20853 
Lucia Zeighler Kilby 
Box 210 
Sperryville, VA 22740 
Janet Solenberger Kilby 
415 South Eagle Street 






Agness Dingledine Chamberlain 703-373-2228 
317 Cannon Circle 
Fredericksburg, VA 22401 
Margaret Hartsel Birch 703-361-4337 
8006 Mace Circle 
Manassas, VA 22110 
Sallyann Lawrence Berendsen 201-966-1862 
152 Rockwood Road 
Florham Park, NJ 07932 
Elaine Solomon 301-493-4887 
10500 Rockville Pike 
Rockville, MD 20852 
Nancy West Shelly 215-723-5920 
267 Greenhill Road 
Telford, PA 18969 
Ron Heatwole 703-289-9370 
Rt. I, Box 123F 
McGaheysville, VA 22840 
James ~~maa1son 
\wl un1vers1ty 
Office of Alumni Programs 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807 
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